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The final showings of the Zane
Will Call For $1,500,000
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Grey-Paramount production, “The
Bond Issue For StateALL THE HOME NEWS
Border Legion,’’ will take place this
The promoters of Community Fair have
Subscription $3 00 per >ear payable in
afternoon and evening. Featured in
owned Toll Bridge.
advance; single copies three cents.
the principal roles of the production
A^-ertls’ng rates based upon circulation
kept faith—have laid aside personal profit and
are Antonio Moreno and Helene and very reasonable.
That the people of Richmond are
labored for the common good for three years
Chadwick with Rockliffe Fellows,
serious about having the Kennebec
■». ■».
•••
••• ••• ••• ••• >«. ••• gp
Gibson Guwland, Charles Ogle and g*
Bridge built at that point, is evident
past.
This year they have shouldered thc
others just as well-known in thc
If confidence is a plant of slow •••
from the following, which appeared
strong supporting east. "The Bord
growth, credit is one which matures -••
greatest burden thus far attempted, and for
in Tuesday's Kennebec Journal:
er Legion" deals with the West In
much more slowly.—Beaconsfield.
•••
♦♦♦♦
•••
the early ’70s and is a real hairthe equipping of the New High School Build
.«. ••• .»•
•••
••• ••• •••
Th£ bridge resolve calling for a
raiser.
bond issue of not exceeding $1,500,000
The attraction for Friday and Sat
ing, have attempted the greatest Fair ever.
for the construction of a Stateurday is "The Warrens of Virginia.”
YOUR INCOME TAX
1 owned toll bridge across the Kenne
It is a delightful love story from tho
Every man and Woman in this community is a
bec river at Richmond, will be intro
closing days of that strugglp in
duced ill thc Legislature in the near
part of the movement and owes a real personal
which brothers of the North and Nutshell Information That
future, probably this week, it was
South were struggling for their very
Will Help You In Prepar
! learned Monday.
support to the movement.
So the Week of
existence. A friend of the Warrens
The Richmond Chamber of Com
wearing the Federal blue Lieut.
ing Returns.
merce has prepared the bill which
Feb. 23 should be dedicated by you to this
Burton.
has had many oppor
will call for a bridge 42 feet wide
tunities to renew his love affair of [Twelve brief articles rorcrkic essential
with a 100-foot clearance draw span.
points of income tax laws.
Begun in Jan
movement.
pre-war days with the General’s
13 issue.!
I The roadway on the bridge will meas
daughter Agatha Warren. With an
ure 20 feet in width, and there will ho
important battle pending by the WHO? Single persons who bad net
“IVhere There Is No Vision the People
income of $ 1,000 or more or gross
a railroad right of way 17 feet in
Warren mansion the safe arrival of a
income of $5,000 or more, and mar
width, and one five-foot sidewalk. The
food supply train for thc Southern
Perish."
ried couples who had net income of
width across the river at thc proposed
troops is essential.. General Gridin
bridge site at low tide is 872 feet.
in command of the Northern troops | $2,500 or more or gross income of
$5,000 or more must file returns.
The Richmond bridge plans have
is apprized of this news by his pipy
been approved by the Eastern
“Pap." a guerilla soldier. Knowing WHEN? The tiling period is from
January 1 to March 15, 1923.
Steamship Company, and the Rich
of the existing friendship of Lieut.
mond Chamber of Commerce feels
Burton and the Warrens, he per- WHERE? Collector of internal revnue for the district in which the .
• mits him to visit the home of Gen
type can be self-supporting, and it is, confident that the bridge can be built
person lives or has his principal ,
under the sum mentioned in the bill
RECOMMENDS FIREPROOF WINGS
Warren, and orders him to carry on
therefore, simply a question of how
inasmuch as a concrete bid has been
his person a bogus despatch, which 1 place of business.
much the annuul deficit will be. No
received for its construction setting
is the means of diverting the supply HOW? Instructions on Form 1040A
two institutions are. alike in thc re
the price at $1,040,000, this to include
and Form 1040; also the law and
train to another route effecting its
quirements
made
by
thc
public.
It
President Kimball of Knox Hospital Directors Makes An
capture by the Northern troops.— j regulations.
depends upon the vocations and thc bridge and its approaches all
ready for use.
WHAT? Two per cent normal tax i
adv.
Interesting
Report
On
Institution.
healthfulness of the communities
From an economic and practioal
on the flrst $4,000 of net income it,
provided for. A general percentage
»tand|>olnt, Richmond people feel
excess of the personal exemptions
plan
cannot
be
used.
EMPIRE THEATRE
that the bill will lie favorably con
and credits. Four per cent normal i
It Is certain that the deficit of the sidered by the Legislature. They
That the two wooden wings of the tai Is improving every year. The
tax on the next $4,000.
Six per ;
Fiery Priscilla Dean in.her latest
Hospital staff is now larger than ever, which operation of this hospital will be be claim that their plans have been
cent on the balance of net income Knox County \ General
Surtax on net income in excess ol , should be immediately replaced by reflects the demand for the insti tween $5000 and $0000 annually. Thc carefully prepared after studies by
production "A Cafe In Cairo" will
treasurer's report may not reflect first class bridge engineers and that
tution.
$10,000.
appear for the last showing today.
fireproof wings, similar to the two
The report of the superintendent this in any one year, but there is, because of the fact that they have
• • • •
“The Slanderers,” Universal spewhich have already been constructed shows €93 patients in the hos comparatively speaking, a tremend had an actual bid for its construction
Number 8
is tho recommendation made by the pital during the year 1924; 663 hav ous depreciation in a hospital, more at a price less than half of the esti
eial coming next Friday and Satur
Losses if incurred in a taxpayer's directors, and presented at the an ing been admitted and 30 in the insti particularly with the fittings, fixtures, mated cost of the Rath project, tho
We are pleased to announce a substantial re
day, is a story of small town prejutrade or business or profession or in nual meeting of the corporation Mon tution Dec. 31, 1923. The total num operating and X-ray departments. Legislature will be inclined to favor
; dices and uncompromising bitterness "any transaction entered Into for day night.
ber of hospital days was 9,453, an Admost over night a piece of ap the Richmond location.
1
towards
those
who
have
fallen
under
duction in Automobile Liability and Property
profit" not compensated for by in
The statistical report presented at increase over 1923 of 161 patients paratus costing several hundred dol
Thc Richmond proposition provides
the ban of suspicion. Thc story from surance or otherwise are deductible this meeting shows what a busy in and 2348 hospital days. Included tn lars will become obsolescent.
The
1 which the picture play was made from gross income in determining stitution it is. and emphasizes more this number of hospital days are wear and tear on all forms of bed that the bridge shall bo continued as
Damage Rates effective as of January 26, 1925.
, was written by Velma Clark. Add- net income upon which thc income; than anything else can, the import those certified to the State Auditor ding and room and ward fixtures Is a toll bridge until the tolls retire the
bonds or until such time as the State
j ed to the feature picture there is the tax is assessed. To be allowed, losses ance of the institution in this com as charity, and other bills that are almost unbelievable.
shall see fit to make it a free bridge,
, new chapter play entitled "The Rid- not incurred in trade, business, or munity.
not considered collectible, totaling
L. F. Roberts, secretary of tho
1 die Rider” featuring Wm. Desmond profession must conform closely to
The old hoard of officers was re 1310 days.
Richmond Chamber of Commerce,
and Eileen Seogwick.
Excitement the wording of the statute. For ex elected, with the exception that a
One
of
the
most
important
activi

In this connection an explanation
carries the audience through the ample, a loss incurred in the sale of committee was entrusted with thc
ties of the institution is the main has received a letter from Fay, Spof
should be made to correct a wrong
ford & Thorndike, of Boston, bridge
lightning-like story, and romance a taxpayer’s home or automobile, duty of filling the vacancy occasioned understanding as to the State ap- | tenance of the nurses' training, school.
engineers, under date of Jan. 21,
The present nurses’ homo is inade
casts its mantle over one of thc which at the time of purchase was by-the death of A. S. Littlefield.
propriation. In order to obtain any
stating that Major Godfrey of Bos
ROCKLAND
quate
in
size
and
three
pupil
nurses
greatest chaptcrplays of the screens. not bought with the intention of re
The reiwrt of S. T. Kimball, as appropriation a report of the pre
ton, eastern representative of tho
Desmond us the mysterious rider, sale, is not deductible, because it president of the board of directors,
are now taker care of in the main
vious years business of the institu
War Deportment, says he has made
wooden
wing.
We
feel
that
the
im

guardian
of
the
oil
lands,
is
a
was not a transaction “entered into follows:
12-14
tion is submitted to the budget com
no plans to go to Bath to make in
portance of this training school is
romantic figure; a cloaked and for profit.” Losses sustained in the
« . • .
mittee of the State and to the com
vestigations and has not planned to
bearded modern Fra Diavolo in one operation of a farm as a business
The directors of the hospital wish, mittee on Financial Affairs of the not realized by the public. It is only send anyone there, but that If he
role, a newspaper editor, eking out venture are deductible. If sustained as forcefully as possible, to impress Legislature. Under the past policy ■ through training schools, every train should go to Bath he would also go
existence with a little Western town in the optration of a farm operated I on the incorporators the fact that of the legislature no appropriation ing school, thnt nurses are provided. to Richmond as he is Interested in
paper, in the other.—adv.
merely for the pleasure of the tax they are the owners of the institu is considered of more than 50 per There are now 11 in our school, must all proposed sites along the river.
of whom will graduate and nurse
payer, they are not deductible.
tion in trust for the benefit of the cent of the charity work done, and
either in this community or some
The Grange in Rhode Island ren
public on the one hand, and on the then this amount is not usually al
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK
ders distinct service to the coming
other hand, in order to administer lowed. Therefore, the hospital has to other.
generation by conducting contests in
So
important
is
the
nurses'
training
this trust, they choose a board of di stand the expense of more than oneCounty and District Officers Are To
essay writing among the childlren in
rectors. The duty of an incorpora half of the free treatment furnished. school considered by hospitals who
Confer In This City Feb. 3.
the grade schools, offering cash
maintain
one
that
they
now
have
a
tor does not, and his interest and In order to collect this state stipend
prizes for the best work done. The
special
assistant
superintendent
who
activity should not end here, but ho it is necessary to certify to the State
There will be a training conference
OPTOMETRIST
essays must i>e prepared wholly out
should carry through, first; by in Auditor that neither the patient nor Is, besides being u-nurse, a qualified for county and district Sunday
side of school hours, and thc win
forming himself as to the carrying his legally responsible relatives can teacher. Thc realization on thc part School officers at the First Baptist
If you need Glasses, I will guar
ners are brought into Grange meet
on of the institution, its facilities, pay, and then the State Auditor will of communities, themselves, of their church, Rcckland, Tuesday, Feb. 3,
antee satisfaction; if you do not
ings to read their essays. This year
its needs and its administration; allow the hospital to draw up to the obligations toward these nurses and forenoon and afternoon.
The Miracle Star
Offlcera
need them I will tell you so.
the general subject is humane edu
preparation Is gradually becom- .
. ,
.
. ..
then approve where approval is de amount of its appropriation at the their
ing more conscious. Thc training
‘T*™, °f. ”,'ocal schools are
cation, following an agricultural
served and criticise Just as freely the ward rate, which is $2.50 per school should be considered as an in- \
‘
" °''1lnfl 8 t*le program,
topic prescribed for last year. The
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
where criticism is required; both day. Inasmuch as it costs the hos tegrai part of thc hospital and as . ’#n°°'. reg strution and
prayer;
ohildren of the state have responded
13-tf
will help. Second, do all you can to pital $4.70 per day for every patient, essential as any other part.
I®'30' * Stu‘ \°f
and
x\ell. and keen interest has been
have the public, for whom you aro it will be seen that even where the
, ,
,
,
| discussion; 11.15, A Study of Proaroused.
Thc only important change in con- | Kram „dlscussion; J2, dinner. The
acting, understand that this is their state allowance Is made and collect
“1
institution and not yours, only as ed there is an expense to the hos etruction or equipment the past year | exccutlvc committee will meet as
you are one of the public; that they pital of $2.20 for each hospital day. has been thc installation of the twin «oon after dinner as jwssible. 1.30,
heating boiler to take care of the last A Stud j- of Finances; 2.15, Leaderhave established a hospital, hat-e
a • • •
new wing; this In accordance with
W
built and supported it, and must
This explanation should, dispose of the original plan when the first boiler ship Training and discussion; 3, di
continue to do so if they want a hos
visional program and discussion; 4,
pital which is always open to all, the claim frequently put up to its was put in. This was absolutely meeting of county and district super
officers
that
the
State
pays
for
necessary
and
in
accordance
with
our
under standard and. of course, nec
charity patients. As a matter of permanent building plans, (’apt. E. A. intendents.
FEBRUARY 2, 3 & 4
essary regulations as to admission.
The institution is permanent; it fact it does not; it assists in paying Butler, long a friend of the institu
Mark what we say —it’s tho
ROCKPORT BOY LEADER
will be supported; it is simply a for their care only, and intends that tion, left 'the hospital by will, $1000,
greatest thing Lon Chaney has
question of having the public under the burden of maintaining the insti to be used In the permanent build
ever done—and that's some state
Trygve Heistad of Rockport is
stand that they must support it; tution shall be on the community. ing fund. This amount was applied
ment, when you consider his work
leader of the Maine Glee Club of 40
their attention is all that is neces And there Is a further restriction on in iNirt payment of the installation
in such successes as "The Miracle
voices and has long been prominent in
sary and they will meet special ap drawing on this State fund, which is of the boiler.
Man” and “The Hunchback of
musical lines at University of Maine.
peals for funds from
time
to that it cannot be used for treatment
Ileistad is a junior and as a fresh
Notre Dame.” He will make mil
time. Let your neighbor know that of paupers and the various towns
Th,ere has been a gradual change man was a prominent members of the
lions laugh and millions cry, with
you are interested in the institution are supposed to pay for treatment all over the country, not only in the
Dean’s list. He has had a varied ca
his mastery in the character of
as much for his sick as for your rendered to this unfortunate class of theory, but in the manner of main
reer in college and was on the cross
“HE,” the world's funniest but
own; if he has not had occasion to | patients.
saddest clown.
He played and
Your directors have always olalmed tenance of hospitals. For years it country team as a freshman. He
thank you already he may at any
was the idea that the State shou’d has been in the University Orchestra
laughed, but his heart was broken.
time; and always remember that the that this hospital is of equal bene
contribute largely, directly from its for two years and a member of tho
hospital is run for the benefit.of the fit to those w^ho can well afford to treasury, for the construction and
glee club for the same period. Ho
sick and those wh.* -may be, and for pay as well as those who cannot, and maintenance of buildings and care
Is secretary of the Civil Club, comthe Increasing demand for private
no other person’s benefit.
of patients. In this State this idea posed of fltudents taking civil engi
Of the original 17 directors there rooms now' bears out this contention.
rhiico "A” Battery on Charge
is so changed that now nothing is neering and also a member of tho
are living and on the hoard but four, Over 50 per cent of ail the people
To connect battery to your receiving
appropriated for construction and Student Senate. He has also been
net pull out plug <21 from the Philco
and of the original staff, but three, live in rural communities and the maintenanc e and ir t over 50 per eeht
Philco Glass-case Type for
a member of the rifle team for two
NOISELESS Charger and push into
standard 6-uolt tubas..
but nothwithstanding this the hos- larger percentage of small hospitals
receptacle (1).
are found there. There can be rto for the care cf patients who cannot years and bears the sobriquet of
For dry-cell tubes.............
Philco Single Charger for an "B”
question that this institution serves pay. The burden has gradually been "Old Sure Shot.”
batteriesand UD44 "A” Batteries.
Noiseless. Price........................... $9.75
a worthy group who are entitled to shifted from the State to the com
Philco Double Charger for all "B”
hospital service, but if it is to lie munity on the theory that a hospi
batteries and UD86 “A” Batterlea.
maintained it must be maintained by tal is a community affair just as YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Noiseless. Price......................... $1S.OO
a school or a church is, and there is
this group, and effectively.
Charger prices include plugs end roceptacles.
The American College of Surgeons, now pending before the Legislature
They Also Serve Who Stand and Wait
after a long study, has established a a law which will make it. unlawful Tho fields aro whitening ’neath the ripening
after
1931
to
make
any
appropriation
grain ;
standard by which they rank hos
I long to toll among the reapers there:
pitals. Until recently examinations for hospital purposes, otherwise than What
\ .
Member
full-rlpo sheaves I’ll gather ere tho
ns to whether this standard is lived to those entirely under the control
rain
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of
the
State.
This
theory
and
prac

To prove my gratitude for God’s dear caret
up to has only applied to hospitals
Recharging a Philco Radio Battery with a Philco
of Mew York
of over 50-bed capacity, hut it is now- tice has been so generally adopted in Tims saying, resolute and proud I stood
■piTE superiority of our
NOISELESS Charger means merely pulling a plug from
this
country
that
it
seems
sure
that
extended to those ot 25 beds. Every
Amid the ever-hurrying, busy throng.
STOCKS end BONDS
steaks is beyond ques
thing is being done to meet this it will be adopted in this State, and Waiting to see in somewhat anxious mood
your radio socket and pushing it into the charger socket.
Tho
Lord and Master as Ho camo along.
possibly
sooner
than
is
expected.
In
Publishers! of the
standard, and your attention has been
tion. Your sense of taste
No changing wires. No moving the battery. No worry
called in the past to the fact that any event, a c immunity must he pre- lie came, and pressing through the eager
WEEKLY
FINANCIAL
DIGEST
will tell you of the flavor
throng.
we meet its requirements as far as l>ared to maintain Its general hos
about burning out tubes by getting positive and negative
which is sent free Io
I stood beside him at the open gate;
pital.
facilities
allow.
and oh ! how tender.
‘.Master, what Shall I do? My soul is
quest
n
investors upon request
wires mixed.
This report to the incorporators
• • • •
strong ”
Chops broiled or fried to
He turned and softly said: “Hero stand and
The buildings of the institution does not seem to be the proper place
BOSTOM
Philco Radio Batteries—both “A” and “B”—have
10
STATE
STREET
wait."
your liking.
may be described as consisting of to make a direct appeal for gifts to
Philco "B” Battery
the
institution,
but
it
is
proper
and
other big advantages that make storage battery operation
The
hot
blood to my brow and temples flew—
four wings and a separate nurses’
Storage **B” batteries are essential for
I struggled fiercely with my helpless fate;
Get acquainted with our
clear and distant reception. Philco
home Two of these wings are of necessary that attention should be “Ah, Master, have you naught for me to
easy,
convenient
and
economical.
“B" batteries stay clean and dry.
do?”
the most modern fireproof construc called to the facts.
“Bill O’Fare”
With de luxe mahogany-finish case
“Yes,” he replied at once: “here stand and
They are assembled in attractive, acid-tight, spillThe community is becoming hospi
tion; two of them are wooden build
with cover (40 volts).................. $20.00
wait.”'
ill
With handsome mahoganized case
ings. These wooden buildings are tal-wise and to appreciate that “a
proof glass cases—or in wood cases finished in beautiful
without cover (48 volte)........... $16.10
regularly inspected by the city fire stitch in time saves nine,” and real Ho passed along, and through the heavy
Adam-brown mahogany.
hours
chief
and
his recommendations ize that the proper place to be sick,
I stood with restless hands and aching
Rockland's Finest Eating Place
adopted as to safeguards against lire. if they must be, is where there are
heart;
They have exclusive Charge Indicators that tell you
These two wings should in the im facilities at hand both for ordinary * would not even pluck the fragrant flowers
Beneath
my feet, as thus I stood apart.
care
and
emergency.
Your
really
at a glance how far the battery is charged or discharged.
mediate futuro be replaced by two
most excellent institution is a credit Again he passed, and in my grief I said:
fireproof
wings
which
are
called
for
They deliver strong, non-rippling current without hum,
A Complete Line of
"T’d rather die than only stand and wait I’*
in thc architect's plans which wc to you, and through you to the com
look of sad rebuke—no word he said,
roar or buzz—the absolute essential for clear and distant
now have. These wings are kept in as munity. You are referred to the re One
But left me weeping by the open gate.
PARTS, BATTERIES,
ports
of
different
departments
for
good condition as possible through
radio reception.
j Thc weary, weary hours come and pas*—
continual repairs and are a largo detailed information.
ETC.
I watch the reapers cut the ripened grain j
Come in and see these wonderful batteries.
item
of expense. We cannot conceive
—At —
I see their heavy sheaves and sigh: "Alas,
of a gift more satisfactory to a
That I can only wrestle with my pain!*
Philco
Battery
REASONABLE PRICES donor than thc building and equip
Mahoganized case type for standard
'Hie night draws near; I see him once again,
ping of one or both of these needed
6-volt tubes. Price........... $14.50 up.
‘'Oh, Master, see. ’tls growing dark and
REBUILDING AND
Charge tester—permanently mounted
wings It would serve as a perpetual
late,
-$1 extra. Avoids fuming
I have no sheaves!" His sweet voice soothes
remembrance or memorial.
REPAIRING
643 Main St.
ROCKLAND
lit
my pain :
Tel. 661
There are so many elements enter
“They serve me best who patient stand and
A SPECIALTY
Th-13-tf
ing into the expense of maintaining
■wait."
an institution of this character, and
So, patiently. I strive to stand and wait
the question cf income from its oper
Through all the glories of the coming
atic,n is so uncertain, that It is very
years—
Wait till his hand shall lead me through
difficult to make up a budget from
At Rockland Garage
the gate
year to year which can be relied
And change to happy smiles mo* falling
PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
Order It In Advance
upon. It has. however, been deter
tears.
Telephone 700 113Thtf
—Rev. Archibald TUdtU.
mined that no institution of thio

ONE CLEAR CALL FOR YOU

ATTENTION!

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.

OREL E. DAVIES

STRAND M*
LON CHANEY

HE WHO
GETSSLAPPED

..$16
$S

If

Thursday
Issue

w&coJ

Easy to operate as the
Philco in your car

cp.oow&ca

I

Newbert’s Cafeteria

RADIO

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

W MAM IKS
BATTERIES

C. L. RAYE

NextSunday’s
Boston Globe

FINAL ADJOURNMENT OF COURT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

R<H-Klan«l. Jan. 29. 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
on oath declares that he is pressman iu the
office of the Rockland Publishing -Co. ami
•hat ot the issue of Tlie Courier-Gazette of
Jan. 27, 1925, there was printed a total of
6.425 c.q.i. s
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 29, 1925.
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MARK DOWN SALE

MOREY’S

Term Lasted 13 Days and Cost $2900—Many Cases
Disposed Of—Twenty-two Divorces.

When the January term of Knox
Bertha B. Hoche of Camden from
County Supreme Court finally ad Herman L. Hoche bf Rockland for
journed Tuesday night it had been in cruel and abusive treatment.
Cus
session exactly 13 days, and shared tody of Victoria M. and Earl C.
with the January term of 1921 the granted to libellant, the father to see
distinction of being the longest term said children at proper times and
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
Libellee to pay $4 a week
since September, 1919, which covered places.
with till thy heart, and with all thy
for the support of said children.
a period of 17 days.
rouI, and with all thy strength, and
with all thy mind, and thy neighbor
The juries listened to four civil Emery for libellant.
Percy E. Hill of Rockland from
cases and six criminal^cases, while
as thyself.—latke 10:27.
87 civil cases and 30 criminal cases Alice E. Hill of Thomaston for adul
Under Regular prices until FEBRUARY 1 5
tery.
Custody of Arlene Frances
disappeared from the docket.
President Coolidge this week, in
Payson for |
The cost of the term was about granted to libellant.
$2,900, and out of this sum $1800 libellant.
nn address it the White House to
THE SAME DISCOUNT ON
Althea L. Garbage from John M. i
went back to the taxpayers who had
delegates* attending the
national
the fortune (or misfortune) to sit on Carnage of Rockland, for cruel and
conference on the causes and cure
abusive treatment. G. B. Butler forjl
the jury.
of war, reaffirmed the administra
Twenty-two divorces were granted libellant; Smalley for libellee.
Charles Edward Tibbetts of Rock- j i
tion position in favor of this coun
and three were denied.
The list
land from Alice Louise Tibbetts of ||
follows:
try’s participation in the World
Dorothy George of Rockland from Sbeepshead, X. A’., for desertion. !
Court. It is never difficult to under
Donald 1*. George of Thomaston for Payson for libellant.
We Shall Offer at the Same Discount until
stand t!«♦* President’s views, so clear
Lizzie F. Abbott of Camden from
cruel and abusive treatment. Libellant
ly he states his position upon any
to recover against the libellee tlie George O. Abbott of Owl’s Head for j
Cus- 11
APRIL FIRST
sum of $18,000 as a lump sum in lieu cruel and abusive treatment.
matter under discussion. “I Jim con
of alimony and all other rights of the tody of Wilbert, minor child granted!,
vinced.” he said, 6tha.t if our civili
libellant in and to any and all real to the libellant. Libellee to pay to |
zation is w«»rthy of its name, then
estate ol* the libellee and in lieu of all libellant the sum of $5 a week to aid ;|
physical force is not the only au
claims of the libellant under the laws in the support of the minor child.
of Maine as to the descent of prop Payson for libellant.
thority which may enforce an anti
Edith T5. Young of South Thomas- !I
erty, and the libellant is to give the
war policy. 1 feel strongly that pub
j libellee deeds of acquittance and re ton from Frank A. Young of Cam- •
lic opinion, based on proper infor
lease as to Jill property now owned den, X. J., for cruel and abusive treat-j
mation. working through ageticie/
Cutody of Lillias M. and ■
by him.
Withee and W. H. Gulli- ment.
er for libellant; Miles for the li Richard B., minor children, granted J
that the common man may see and
to libellant.
Libellant to recover
bellee.
understand, may he made the ulti
Genevieve Wiggin of South Thom against the libellee the sum of $4 a
mate authority among the nations.”
aston from Oliver Wiggin of Rock- week for the support of minor chil
G. B. Butler for libellant;
And he added:
iamd for cruel and abusive treatment, dren.
abellant to have custody of minor Smalley for libellee.
‘‘I believe that, just tut the arma
Richard B. Simmons of Appleton
hildren Mary and Barbara and to
ment conference was a timely and
THE POLICE 'CAME
FISH AND GAME
recover of the libellee $5 a week for from Lura Frances Simmons of parts
convincing cooperation on the politi
Dwinal for
tlie support of said minor children. unknown, for desertion.
cal side, so the Dawes plan was a
libellant.
similarly timely and effective effort Knox County’s Proposed Or And 1 hey Put a Crimp In Tirrell for libellant.
Clifford L. Mank from Lillian A.
Bflfce M. Robbins from Orren S.
for rehabilitation on the economic
Mrs. Ames’ Social Func Robbins of <'aniden for cruel and Mank of Warren, for adultery. Cus
ganization Can Do a Great
side. I believe that the next step
husive treatment.
Emery for li tody of Harry C. and Llewellyn F.
which we may well take is by way
tion On Lime Street.
minor children, granted to libellant.
Deal of Good.
bellant.
of participation in the Permanent
Lucille X. Pierce from Harry M. G. B. Butler for libellant.
Court of International Justice. 1 be
Only
a
limited
number
of
invita

Fldrence S. Htnnmer from Isaac 11.
Much interest is being ma nil < aled*
ierce of Union, for cruel and
lieve that with our adherence to that
tions were sent out for the soiree at
husive treatment, Custody of Em- Hummer of Owl’s Head, for cruel and
tribunal, for which I earnestly hope, by the sportsmen of Knox Comity irt
39 Lime street Tuesday night, and for ma G., age nine years, and Helen I., abusive treatment,
Weston M. Hil
it will liecome a medium in which the proj>osed plan of forming a lish
J he life of her the hostess cannot re age eight years, granted to libellant. ton for libellant.
may gradually be precipitated and and game association and the com
call that any < f them were ad Emery lor libellant.
Ralph G. Bennett of Camden from
crystallized a body, of international mittee which was charged with the
dressed to members of the police
George H. Jackson from Addie Goklirnerj’le Bennett of Waltham,
law and procedure which, hy avoid duty of drawing up a set of by-laws
force. The police invitations, it de B«*elle Jackson of Rockland, for cruel Mass., for desertion.
Emery for li
ing the dangers that would attend and a list of officers has completed
veloped, were issued hy neighbors
nd abusive treatment.
Miller for bellant.
the establishment of a super-govern its work along these lines, and will
who do not belong to that particular -libellant.
Mary H. Drinkwater of Rockland
ment, ultimately will command the make its report at an open meeting social set..
%
Gladys Moore from Harry A. Moore from William E. Drinkwater of Xew
respect and approbation of the of the sportsmen which will he held
And it came to pass that Deputy of Warren for cruel and abusive York for cruel and abusive treatment.
world’s public opinion and the co Feb. 6 at the City Council roams.
and
Patrolmen real ment.
Many of the sportsmen have made Marshal Fcrnald
Custody of
Estelle Emery for libellant.
operation of the nations.”
Levi A. Burns of Waldoboro from
valuable suggestions, which Will Philhrook and Fogarty assembled on Marie and Richard Frederick granted
come up at this meeting, and it is the lawn about 8.30 and heard the o libellant.
Libellant to recover Gertrude W. Burns of Warren, for
Payson for libellant.
This week when the Community hoped that every person interested proverbial “sound of revelry by the sum of $8 a week for the support adultery.
They heard a locally fa of minor children.
Eva Maud Tabbutt from Fred H. I
in fishing and hunting, and particu night.”
Miller
for
Il

Chest officials drew their checks for
Tabbutt of Rockland, for cruel and
larly in the conservation and propa mous prima donna broadcasting a
ellant. t
the third quarterly allotment to the gation of fish and game, will avail love ditty, ami they heard a flow of
Payson for li
Zcrah
Robbins of Appleton from abusive treatment.
language
which
is
not
to
he
found
in
various objects under the budget, it themselves of the opportunity to air
Eva M. Robbins of Union for deser bellant.
the
book
of
etiquette
or
even
in
the
Denied
tion. Miller for libellant.
was a source of no small satisfac their views.
The forming of such an associa < roits w ord puzzle catalogues.
Marlin B. Sullivan of Rockport
Annie Dean from Frederick Clif
tion that they could look upon a re
The,
presence
of
the
uninvited
tion will be of greatest benefit to the
from Rosetta E. Sullivan of Warrtn ton Dean of Rockland.
Payson for 1
mainder of cash .in the treasury sportsmen of this locality in that it guests was soon made known to the for desertion.
Ingraham for libel libellant; Tirrell and Thompson for I
supplemented by gilt-edged pledges wiH- make for better hunting con hostess, Alice Hart Ames, who parted lant.
litoellee.
ditions through better supervision, the curtains and beheld a sight that
Etta C. Waltz. from Ellsworth E.
soon to fall due. totaling $3400
Ralph B. Hammond of Camden i
made her hair turn pompadour. To
which is an amount sufficient to and better fishing because of the her excited imagination the yard Waltz of Rockland for cruel and from Josephine M. Hammond of
stocking of lakes and streams in a
abusive treatment. Custody of An- Rockport.
Emery for libellant; Tit- !
cover all known demands of the1 more intelligent manner than has seemed full of badges, brass buttons
ellita M. Jind Gertrude E. granted tell for libellee.
Presently the cops to ^hellant.
final quarter and leave in the chest at been done in the past The need for and "billies.”
Libellant to recover
Josephine May Hammond from |
the expiration of the year, July 1st, more intelligent stocking has been came trooping in and the ceremonies the sum of $7 a week for the support Ralph P. Hammond of Camden, j
ceased.
L»f said minor children.
Miller for Dwinal for libellant; Emery for li- |
an unexpended balance of about very apparent for some time, particularly as many lakes have bJen
On ,J|<* tables the officers found a libellant.
bailee.
$200. Confidence in the plan has stocked which were not adapted to
lenu that had do ubtless been very
’ steadily grown in the minds of our the particular kind of fish that was tempting to the seven participants.
which requires that it be substan- i
AT THE CAPITOL
citizens, evidenced by the supple put into them. By combining ih- A< cording to the police inventory
tially built.
The town has not sufit consisted of denatured alcohol
mentary subscriptions which have fforts of the s;»ortsmen under one sandwiches, the latter sometimes vul D-ll T
Al ft .i
r-i
•
fitient funds with which to construct
head it will mean more intelligent
been noted in this column. Another work
garly known as canned heat.
The oill lo Abolish the Fisheries the road.
Many new’ measures made their
came to hand a few days ago in the
It is the belief of the sportsmen presence of many empty bottles in
Commission — Other Im appearance
Tuesday.
form of an unsolicited check for $50 who do their very beat to observe dicated to the police that somebody
Maher of Kenneibec—Act providing
might be full, if the bottles were not.
portant Matters.
from Dr. William Ellingwood. That the State laws in regard to hunting
an amendment to the present law for
Tbe jaunting car which reposes in
small game that an organization of
gentleman was omitted in last sum this sort would be very beneficial in the police station garage made tw<
Gov. Ralph O. Brewster has inaug- ! operating a motor vehicle while un
mer's general canvass, but he did that It can stock woodlands with the trips from 39 Limeys treet to the sta incited a system of daily conferences der the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drugs, by changing the
not purpose on that account to he de kind of game which has been shot tion. but the hostess was permitted to with the newspapermen on duty in ,
maximum term of imprisonment from
remain over night in order to care the State House.
out
during
past
years.
A
striking
He
believes
that
nied the pleasure of participation in
example of what can be done is for her invalid sister.
this will be advantageous to himself one year to eleven months. The
* a community activity the workings shown by what was done in Penn
The aftermath of the evening and the correspondents in that they 1 same senator also offered an act
of which meet with his heartiest en sylvania, as already described in this frolic was seen in Municipal Court will have a definite hour each day amending the present law relating to
’ penalty- for reckless driving of auto
paper. Reitorts from many States yesterday morning, when Judge Mil
they can meet and talk over these
dorsement.
where conservation measures have ler performed the duties of host and matters which the newspaper men mobiles so that the punishment for
lieen proposed and adapted show there was a very much larger number may wish to take up with him.
In second offense Is punishable hy a fine
jrder that there shall be no favor of from $200 to $500 or imprisonment
Speaking of Community Chests that there has been a continual- in of guests.
Lawrence Doucette pleaded guilty itism between morning and evening for not more than eleven months or
our readers have already been in crease of fl,sh and game in those
Having been he* newspapers, Gov. Brewster proposes both. The .prison term under the ex
States, and riglit here in Knox Coun to intoxication.
isting statute is one year.
formed of the inquiries that have ty is a very good example of the de fore tbe Court as recently as Jan. 17
to meet the correspondents of the
• « ♦ ♦
come ’from tlie cities of Eastport and pletion of game. So it is up to the he was sentenced to 90 days in jail, evening newspapers in the morning
Wadsworth of Kennebec—An act
Waterville, which aspire to follow sportsman, individually and collect and was committed.
ne week and the correspondents of to enlarge the powers of the State
Edward Mahoney was fined for the afternoon papers in the after
the example of Rockland, Maine’s ively, to get together to help to put
Highway Police.
The act provides
through measures which will con drunkenness, but tbe party had left noon of the next day.
The meet
thit the Governor and Council shall
pioneer in this direction. And now serve and at the same time make him short of scads and lie went to
ings this week will take place at 10 appoint such number of patrolmen
juil for 30 days.
iBoston is moving in the same di- better hunting and fishing.
/dock in tbe morning and the next as they deem necessary to enforce
John
I^inigym.
appealed,
from
a
90week at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. the provisions of the* law.
rection. An article in "Current Af
It sets
day
sentence.
SENATOR SARGENT
The correspondents will be free to
fairs," the official publication of the
Harvey Cline, Roland Gilchrest, ask such questions as they desire of forth that the duties of the State po
lice shall be to patrol the State high
Boston
Chamber
of
Commerce, Hancock County Solon, Well Known Mrs. Etta Walls McGraw and Mrs.
Gov. Brewster regarding public mat ways and other important ways out-i
comm, nding the plan, names a
Alice
Hart
Ames
were
found
guilty
Here, Is Serving His Third Term.
ters at these conferences.
side of the compact portion of cities
>1 unlawful assembly.
The men
dozen New England cities that have
This plan is along lines followed and towns to enforce all traffic pro
we
e
given
the
maximum
sentence
of
Who’s who in the 82d Maine Leg
in ^Washington by President Cool visions, rule« and regulations.
adopted it, and including in the list
It
islature? This is what the Bangor JO days in jail and the women were idge and by the governors of some specifies that when and wherever on
the Maine city of Portland. This is
News has to say about one of tbe sentenced to the woman’s reforma other States for the purpose of keep duty and in uniform they shall have
one of those added occasions in Senators who is always a welcome tory at Skowhegan, from which Mrs. ing in touch with the correspondents.
the same pow’er as sheriffs and dep
Which (.ur little city, cut off toy the visitor to Rockland, and who rep Ames has recently returned after Thi.«Mu*i>grani will not be a bar to the uties to serve criminal processes and
three years’ stay. All four appealed orrespondents calling upon Gov.
archaic ferry at the Kennebec, has resents Jin adjoining county.
to arrest without warrant and de
“Hon. Percy G. Sargent, of Sar- and gave bail.
Irewster at other hours where such tain i>ersons found violating or at
its place in the sun shadowed by its gentville, Republican, is serving liis
The respondents were represented calls are necessary.
tempting to violate any Qther law of
larger neighbor on Casco Bay. Sec third consecutive term in the Senate, by L. D. Jones.
* * ♦ «
the State. They are also to be sub
retary MacDonald lias promptly from Hancock county, whieli is a
In the House Tuesday Thompson ject at all times to the call of the
A FRIENDSHIP TROTTER
itself
called attention of the Boston of record which speaks -f< i
of Rockland introduced an act to in- Governor for emergency purposes.
Mr. Sargent was born in Sedgwick,
creJuse tbe salary of the county attor It requires that the State highway
ficials to this error and doubtless a of which Sargentvllle is a com
A correspondent writes to Th
succeeding issue of Current Affairs munity, is not yet 45, attended Co- (’ourier-Gazette: That little dark ney of Knox County from $700 to police, sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, con
$1,000 per year.
stables, c|ty inarshjils. deputy mar
will give proper recognition to the bqrn Classical Institute and Worces horse th.it hails from Friendship
* * * •
shals and po’lice officials of cities and
Xie.,
and
owned
l*y
Virgie
Morton
ter
Polytechnic
Institute
and
is
in
enterprise of Rockland iu blazing
Jlep. Dwinal of Camden Introduced towns shall cooperate in the detec
the canning business. He is a former jockey fur Bud Fischer nt a resolve appropriating $2500 lor the tion of crime. The bill provides for
tlie way of the Community Chest in Knight Templar and Shniner, be Niv/ Orleans, is not one of Fischer’
repair and improvement of the fish proper uniforms, badges and motor
the Pine Tree State.
longs to the Grange, is a Baptist and stling of trotters, nor has it an
hatchery at Lake Megunticook at cycles to he provided at the expense
not married. He is ’thor-Highly con American track marks as it camo Camden, the money to be expended of the Stale and that the Governor
versant with the interests of Han from England two years ago next under the direction of the department
Publishers of dictionaries and syn cock county and looks after it well, June. As for i e ords, it is getting of inland fisheries and game.
in its right stride just now. making
onym books tell us tliat never havs at. Augusta.”
* » ♦ ♦
and doing its training by doing tha
they known suclt demand for their
In the House Wednesday, Bishop
12 mile stia tch from Friendship to
GEN. LORD OBJECTED
wares as tlie cross-word |tuzzl. fad
Thomaston seven nights a #oek, be of Boothbay Harbor introduced an
sides trimmhig u.p some of tbe nea sad to increase the salary of tbe judge
has created and they are in despair States mail hag is going to give v
Sale of used and slightly
The traditional blue-striped United trotters « f Knox county. Mr. Mor of probate of Lincoln county from
at tlieir inability to keep abreast of
ton has n named his pet and Gay’ $500 to $800 per annum, and the sal
damaged Singer Sewing
to
the
economy
test
that
is
being
up
orders. (Inc of them with natural
ary of the register of probate of that
plied in all directions these days by Island boarder “Kennebec Brid
Machines
county from $900 to $1,000 per an
enterprise lias brought out his Gen. Lord, director of the budget.
num.
He also introduced a resolve
publication with a new cover em When budget otlieials could find no
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES appropriating $500 for tbe fiscal year
bellished all over with the printed good reason why the government
1926 for constructing an abutment
SALARIES AND FEES
puzzle design, and boldly titles, it should pay a cent ji yard more for
and approach fill on tbe easterly end
the blue-striped canvas than
The CoimnilUe on Salaries and Fees will
pn all new machines
‘'Cross Word Puzzle Dictionary." plain gray variety, Gen. Lord
give a piiti/e- 1.taring in i'.s rooms at ihe of the bridge between Boothbay Har
State
House,
in
Augusta,
on
bor
and
Southport,
provided
that
the
We |>fedict for it while tlie fad lasts creed that the Post Otlice DepartThese new machines will be sold
Tuesday, f» i». :». at 2 o’clock p. At., on towns of Boothbay Harbor and
ment hereafter will use the latter the following:
and must be sold to give room for
a rushing sale.
Southport
will
each
appropriate
$125.
House
Paper.
No.
21
An
Act
Relating
to
and thus effect an annual saving c
new shipments and you can buy a
C'erh Hire in the Office of Clerk of Courts,
* * ♦ *
about $49,000 in the cost of mail Knox County
machine at your own price.
Xorwood of Warren introduced a
i( P. No *22. Yn Ac, Relating ,0 the Sal
Noticing the popul.it it.v of the Ixigs.
ary of the Clerk <►, Courts, Knox County.
resolve appropriating $5,000 to aid
Why pay big prices?
Middle street liijl sliding coarse, one
H P No 4.' An Ac, Relating to the in re-grading and re-surfacing the
A HOCKEY CHALLENGE
Sa'.iry of the Judge of the Rockland Police
may with spe ial satisfaction com
first
see Mr. Herrick at our
county road leading from Crawford’s
Force.
II P. No 50. An Act Relating to the Corner, so-called, in Warren, to the
ment the safeguards that the win
Rock hi ml. Jan. 29
Singer
Store
Coiopcnsation of the Judge of Probate for
Union town line, near tbe residence
We hereby challenge any High Knox County.
ter sports committee throw around
Tbe statement
FRKbERH K W HINCKLEY, ('hairman. of Maynard Leach.
the place in order to minimize lia School in Knox County to play ;
615 MAIN STREET
HAROLD W. BISHOP. Sec
of filets accompanying tbe resolve
series of hockey games for a cup
bility to accidents. When we read live Jit home and live on the oppon
states that considerable work baa
Tel. 477-M
LEGAL AFFAIRS
of frequent sliding ...cidi-nts which ent’s ice.
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a been done on this road during the
jnUEjc hearing in its rooms a, the State past two years, about three miles
Rockland H. S. Team.
seem lo be a natural- ,. e..mpanim*nt
House, in Augusta on
having been built.
There remains
John McLoon, captain.
WEDNESDAY. February 4,li. 2 P. XI.
of Die sport in other communities
ibout one and one-ball* miles to be
on the following :
we have to ”l\and It to" the manage
H. I’. N. 18.
An Ac, to Disorganize Crie
completed which should be done dtfrThe work of remodeling the i
in the Cinii.ly
| illf? the com|ng season.
There is a
ment that gives such intelligent curity Trust Co.’s banking quarters limo l-Iantation
,1. BLAINE MURKI.NON, nee
13-15
13-15 large umount of traffic over
is well under way.
oversight to the Rockland course.

—OF—

SHOE STORE

MEN’S AND ROYS’ SUITS
AT 25 PERCENT DISCOUNT

Last 3 Selling Days!
THIS STOCK MUST BE DISPOSED OF BY SATURDAY
NIGHT. ALL FIXTURES TO BE SOLD

MEN’S ULSTERS, MACKINAWS AND
SHEEP UNED COATS

EVERYTHING MARKED DOWN
REGARDLESS OF COST OR PRICE
LADIES’ BOOTS, Medium Heels, calf and vici leathers ... 89c
LADIES’ OXFORDS, Low Heels, Medium Toes, all leathers 1.89
LADIES’ FELT SLIPPERS, all colors.. . .. .................. .
49c
CHILDREN’S SHOES, Black or Tan, Lace or Button......... 49c
MEN’S WORK SHOES, heavy grain leather, Black or Brown 1.79
MEN’S DRESS SHOES, $5 and $6 values.......................... 2.89

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING/HOUSE

NOTICE!

All merchandise to be sold. A large stock Men’s and Women’s
Rubbers—all drastically reduced. Sale ends Saturday night.

28B MAIN STREET
OPP. V. F. STUDLEY’S

14 Pieces at Your Price 14
After stock taking we find 14 odd pieces of Reed Furniture—
perfect condition—new. Genuine Reed with Tapestry Upholstery,
not cretonne—the majority of the pieces with full spring overstuffed
cushions. To clean up we make these prices:

Reed Rocker $20.00 value....................................................... $
Reed Chair
$30.00 value.........................................................
Reed Divan
$75.00 value. . . ?................................
Reed Chair
$30.00 value.....................
Reed Chair
$30.00 value...............................................i . . .
Reed Rocker $24.00 value....................................................
Reed Chair
$16.00 value.........................................................
Reed Rocker $35.00 value..........................................................
Reed Chair
$25.00 value.........................................................
Reed Rocker $25.00 value..........................................................
Reed Chair
$16.00 Value.................................................
Reed Rocker
$ 16.00 value............................... ................. .... .
One Tapestry Overstuffed Chair, formerly sold at $40; now
A 3-piece Mahogany Frame Velour Upholstered Set, $45.00
value; now...............................................................................
These pieces may be seen in our Southern Window

31.00

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
Rockland, Maine.

and Council shall determine the sal
aries of the < hief of the highway po
lice and tbe compensation of the
members of the force. The Chief inspector is required to give a bond of
$5000 anti other me,niters a bond of
$3000. They are to receive no witness
fees or fees for making arrests but
are to be paid actual costs and ex
penses.
x
* * • ♦

Case of Washington—Resolve ap
propriating $10,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30. 1926, to be expended
by the Commissioner of Agriculture
in fighting the fruit or blueberry fly.
The resolve further provides that any
unexpended balance at the end of the
year may be used for the same pur
pose the following year.
* * • *
Buzzeil of Oxford—Act amending
the laws of 1923, for the suppression
of the European Corn Borer, so as to
provide that any person who neglects,
or refuses to comnly with the pro
visions of the law shall be punished,
by a fine of not less than $10 nor
more than $50.
♦ • ♦ ♦

Maher of Kennebec—Resolve sub
mitting an amendment to the Consti
tution to tbe voters of the next State
election.
This amendment would
forbid the use of public funds iri the
suppoit of any private institution,
s hool or purpose, after Jan. 1931.
The amendment would permit an ap
propriation for the University of
Maine and for free public libraries.

20 Per Cent Off

SINGER SEWING
MACHINE CO.

13.98
17.45
39.95
19.98
19.98
14.85
9.95
18.00
19.50
19.50
9.50
10.00
24.75

* * * *

Maher of Augusta—Act providing
for the payment to inmates in the
State Prison not to exceed 50 cents
per day wages to be applied to the
prisoners re’e.'Lfie fund and distri
buted to pt isobers’ dependents. This
release fund is not to be subject to
] attachment-.
« • * *

Case of Washington—Act to aui tborize the State Highway Commis|«ion to cooperate with the Federal
| Government
in formulating and
• adopting ;i uniform system of nurn' Bering or designating roads of interstate character within Maine, also
|

in the erection and selection of dan submitting to the voters of the State
ger signals and safety devices for ' a constitutional amendment prohibI itiag the use of public funds for the
the protection of traffic.
( support of private schools, acad
♦ ♦ » #
The following mnaeures were pre emies, and colleges, hospitals, insented Tuesday afternoon in tlie i lirmaries. charitable institutions or
i other institutions. The amendment
House.
I-amson of South Portland: Act also provides that the State school
repealing the law creating the Sea fund shall be distributed according
and Shore Fisheries Commission and to the numlter of pupils attending
creating the office of the sen und the larltlic schools and not upon the
shore fisheries commission, giving number of minors of school age in
the commissioner tlie sime powers j any municipality. The University of
as are now exercised hy the commis Maine is hot affected. The amend
ment will lie submitted to the peo
sion.
Holmes of Lewiston:
Resolve, ple at the next State election.

AYER’S
This is cold weather, and cold weather demands
warm clothing, and something warm for the hands
and feet. Right here is where we come in.
Good Warm Stockings in cotton, wool or cachmcre...................
........................................................... ?.................... 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
Gloves or Mittens, in cotto^n, wool or leather .........................
.......................................... T?........... 25c, 50c, 75e, $1.03, $2.00, $2.50
Heavy Union Suits in cotton, fleeced, half wool or all wool.....
.......... .................................................. $1.75, $2.00, $2 50, $3.50, $4.98
Heavy Shirts or Drawers
..>....... $1.00, $1.75, $2.50, $2. 75
Wool Pants ............................................ ....
$6.00 and $6.00
Big trade in Sheepskin Ccats .............
................ $12.00 to $18 00
Children’s Overcoats ....... .......................
$6.00, $7.50, $8.53. $10.00
Beys' Heavy Union Suits .....................
................... $1.00 to $1.50
Men’s and Boys’ Flannel Shirts .........
$1.50, $2.00, $2 50, $3.00
Men's and Beys' Suede Cloth Blcuses
$5.00, $6.00, $7.50
Coys’, Girls’ and Men’s College Slicker Oil Ccats $4.50, $5.00,I, $6.50
When you come in if you find us clothed in overalls, don’t be
frightened; we are not working for the water company; only
trying to clean up seme of the dirt and cigarette ashes left by
some of our customers.
EVERYBODY ALWAYS WELCOME HERE

* WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 29, 1925.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

Jan. 29—'Midwinter meeting Maine Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs at Waterville.
Jan "30—Public auction party at Copper
Kettle auspices of B & P. \Y. Club.
Feb. 2—Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
, Keb 2— Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. It., meets
wish Mrs Lucie Walsh, Summer street
Feb 3—(Forenoon and afternoon) Train
ing Conference County and District Sunday
School officers, First Baptist church, Rock
land
F«b. 4 Rev. Fred Atkins Moore lectures
at the I'niversalist churtto.
Feb. «>—Address by F. D. Cummings of
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who
Boesn’t Want It,” at Methodist vestry.
Feb 7 Rummage sale given by B. &
P. W. Club
Feb. 7 Knox Pomona Grange jneets in
West l»<M-k|M>rt
Feb. 12—Lincoln's birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb 11—Thomaston, Valentine dance by
Parent -Teacher Association.
Feb. 17 Feature play *'Mah Jong’’ at
I’niversalist vestry.
Feb 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course, High School benefit
Feb. 18 •Monthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday
Feb 23-28- Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb 25—Lent begins.
.March 2 Fill ler-Cobb-Davis “Red Letter
Ball’’ Community Fair.
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 17- St. Patrick’s Day
Marvil 18-21 Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
/ March 21—First dav of spring.
March .’’.I, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 22-27 - Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches iu Augusta.

Pleasant. Valley Grange announces
that there will he a car after the
dance Friday evening.

Below zero weather has outstayed

Charles H. Nye, Jr., who was in
jured during the Carr fire at The /
Brook, was downtown yesterday with
the aid of a cane. Improving stead
ily.

it« welcome.
One of t-he Moody trucks is now
operating on a Snowmobile putting
out that “Good Gulf Gasoline.”
___
•

' THE FIRST LEAGUE GAME
Tomorrow night at 8 o’clock at the
ARCADE, Rockland High Boys’ Bas
ketball team plays its maiden game in the
Knox and Lincoln League series—meet
ing the crack Thomaston High team that
has already defeated Lincoln Academy
and Camden. The local girls’ team will
play the Sturtevant-coached girls’ sex
tette and a real scrap is due there too.

The Argentine battleship Moreno,
once tried c/n the Rockland course,
has joined the Rivadavia at the
Fore River yard, Quincy, Mass., for
repairs.
John McLoon has been elected cap
tain of the Rockland High School
hockey team on which he has been
making such a satisfactory showing
this season.
“Danceland” will he the Saturday
night name of Battery G Armory;
(Kimball hall) hereafter. The floor
Is being reconditioned and the hall
redecorated in preparation /or the
approaching series of Saturday nigh:
featurue dances. Lieut. R. F. Saville
wjj| })e jn charge.

In the interest of two Knox Coun
ty Batteries of C. A. C. Adjutant
General Hanson, Major O. C. Warner,
the senior instructor, and Sergeant
I Charles E. Devery, will be in* Thomaston this evening at 7 and itf Vlnulhaven Friday at 7 p. m. Sergt.
Devery has been urged by the de
partment to arrange for a big turn
out, and to have meetings, if possi
ble, trf which the officials ciui ad
dress the citizens.

Chester Tracy, w’ho has been with
!. A Rhodes, Knowlton place, the
past two months, has concluded his
engagement and gone elsewhere.
John T. Young, who was with Mr.
Rhodes last winter, has returned for
the remainder of the season.

THOMASTON HIGH
«
ARCADE
TOMORROW, JANUARY 30

The Capt. Billings house on Chest
nut fftreet has been bought l»y E.
Carl Moran wrho will occupy it. The
Billingses go to Stonington where
Capt. Billings is entering a business ;
venture of his own. Their departure
will he regretted by a large circle of
taunch friends.

BIRTHDAY

Rockland’s Specialty Shop Plans Lively Celebration Of
Anniversary.

March 31, April 1. 2 ami 3, have
been designated as Annual Banners'
Week at the College of Agrl^lture.
Assoojat ■ Justice Guy H. Sturgis
Orono. This Is the largest gatherCutler-Cook Co., the Rockland guaranteed to give absolute satisfac
,of Portland will preside over the,
,
...
, _
, _ „
.
'
...
ing of agricultural men and 'Women
Many of the
* State of_ ..
.
.
April ter:m of Knox County Supreme in»the
Maine.
As
hsial all Specialty Shop is giving a birthday tion to the purchaser.
styles offered in this sale will be
Court.
thf? agricultural organizations in the pt-esent to each of Its wide circle of worn (luring the coming .^ason and
Thus far this year only two inten- State Will hold their ahntud; meet- fl.iends and custimers in the form of many will be much seen the coming
tions of marriage have been fifed at ingB ,her^ at that tim<’’
'
" reduced prices in this birthday sale spring and summer.
All of the fur
Pity Clerk Keene’s office. Such a therP, wU1 ** se\eIra|l
< whirl, starts tomorrow.
Itare bar- nishings—blouses,
sweaters
and
hashfulness.
’ Prominence from Maine and other
Qffered Jn Wumen.„ ready. dresses—are offered in a great va
----| states.
to wear goods and a eweeping clear- riety of styles, materials and shades.
George II. Wing and Luella M.
''
ance on the entire stock at the be- Thousands of dollars worth of mer
(’ou: ins, both of Rockland, have filed
Higgins Classical Institute played gj,vn|ng of the new year Is the policy chandise are included in the tremen
intentions of marriage at the city sensational basketball in Bangor the oj»
Cutler-Cook Co.
Beginning dous reduction ranging from 25 to
other night) and defeated Bangor t(>n»oi',’<»w this first annual event will 50 percent from prevailing prices.
Clerk’s office.
Y. M. C. A. 31 to 22. The score was start wph a tremendous sale in which
This annual event is in apprecia
The present weather would almost 31 to 22. The score was 13 to 9 in everyarticle intheir store will be lion of tile reaijy response that the
seem to insure the success of the ice! Bangor’s favor when Wendell Thorn- ,n;,rgO(i atgreatlyreduced prices,
people of Rockland and vicinity have
crop.
Speaking of ice reminds us ton of Rockland went into the HigThe Cutler-Cook Co. organized just given to this store and is the first of
that nobody has handed in any dan- gins’ lineup at the end of the second a year ago, lias made a remarkable its kind to he seen in this vicinity,
delions or pansies of late.
half. Higgins made a splendid rally record in the ladies' ready-to-wear in this birthday present the company
___
from that moment and scored 13 of trade.
Ils repufation for adhering is offering the entire stock of ladies
Rev. Frank L. Hayward who died J the points which carried his team strictly to facts in all advertising is and misses ready-to-wear garments
in Harpswell Center Sunday at the to victory. Elmer Rising of Rock well known to the public us is the at a truly remarkable saving. At all
age of 67, formerly preached in Wal land played right forward for Hig- fact that the store carries only «lan- times the prices asked at the Cutdurd grades of reliable merchandise. ler-Cook Co., store are regularly low
doboro. and for six years was a pre gins during a portion of I he gome.
The siock is limited to the highest er than at any other store handling
siding elder of the Bast Maine
Rev. Fred Atkins Moore, of Brook standard and newest styles at pop- the same high-grade merchandise.
. Methodist Conference.
The best bargains will naturally go
line, Mass., who comes to our city ular prices for women and misses,
Don’t delay too long.
lie on
The work of revising the city or next week, Feb. 4. to lecture upon jt has been the steadfast policy of first.
dinances is going ahead in a very “Present Conditions in Europe and (he Cutler-Cook Co. to sell only the hand tomorrow to get in on this
satisfactory manner, more than one-^ Their Relations to the United States,” kind of wearing apparel that can be great sale.—adv.
third of the task lteing already com is one of the most brilliant speakers
pleted liy Col. W. H. Butler and City in the UniversaHst denomination and
Solicitor E. C. Payson. The work re- his appearance here under the austhat january thaw has any idea
The Flanagans (basketball) jour
lutes mostly to changing oyer the pices of the Knickerbocker Class will ()f funC(i,)n.ing jn 1925 it wm need to neyed to Thomaston Wednesday
ordinances so its to conform to the doubtless lie recognized by a large
at t.hat welcome piece of busi- day night and taught the T. II. H.
present style of municipal govern-. audience. Mr. Moore will speak out ness pretty soon.
sophomores a new tune, score 10 to
merit, and will be finished as early of a knowledge of his subject that
9.
as possible this year.
.
should render h>is address highly inRadio enthusiasts Monday night
forming. l.ast summer he spent in
E. R. Ingraham is missing for a
England. France, Geauiany and at the heard the talk by Edward McKernon, few days from the Cobb market
Don't miss the Thomaston-Rock Geneva headquarters of the League
land liaskelliall mill at the Arcade of Nations and had special opp ir- superintendent of the Eastern Di while he stays at his Masonic street
vision of the Associated Press. He home, nursing a broken rib (his own)
tomorrow night.—adv.
tunities to meet leaders of alt kinds—
caused 'by a hasty trip down the cel
government ministers, business men told many experiences and* gave lar stairs.
There will be a cooked food and and labor leaders, professorti/ Jour much information concerning the
linked bean sale-at the Fuller-Cobh- nalists, social workers, clergymen and winkings of this greatest news gath
This is the afternoon of the regular
Davls store Saturday, Jan. 31, at 2 others, being enabled thereby,to get ering associations.
Among other weetjy meeting of the Community
a very composite and clear under things he said that the average costs Fair Associates.
o’clock.
12-13
The session will
standing, not only of what is going on to (pe Associated Press are $47.50 a he held at 4 o’clock at the Post Of
in those countries, hut also what pco- minute day and night, Sundays and fice and interest ia such that none
pie are thinking and feeling. It will holidays included, to pay the cost can afford to miss it.
Trials do not weaken the
lie worth while listening to what of its operations. He gave some un
Kian, they only show it
such a man has to say about it n,ll.
written
history
concerning
the
The regular rehearsal of the Wight
World Witr, showing how the As Philharmonic Society will He held
how to greww stronger.
sociated
Press
was
in
possession
of
tonight. This is an excellent time
Real sport at the Arcade tomorrow
of
priceless
value, to join the society because the music
night. Thomaston vs. Rockland in information
—Ku Klux Kian.
the first league basketball game of which it never put on the wires, for is new to everyone. The open
patriotic reasons.
’Martha” will he sung this year.
th,e season.—adv.

/I large gathering of business men
and other citizens attended the
funeral of the late Charles FI Bick
nell yesterday afternoon and many
testimonials of affection were seen
in the floral offerings which sur
rounded the casket. The bearers
were Ex-Mayors W. S. White and A.
H. Jones, E. F. Glover. W. A. Glover,
Capt. Patterson and Capt. E. W.
Freeman. The burial was in Achorn
cemetery.
A deal of local interest is mani
fested in tomorrow night’s basket
ball game betw’een Thomaston and
Rockland High Schools slated for
the Arcade at 8 o’clock. The Thom
aston outfit is supremely confident
with the strength of two good wins
to iiuikl on. Rockland High’s boys
(hough not overly tall or heavy
are’ alert and full of fight. The girls’
game too promises to he good for
the Sturtevant-coached lassies have
that customary Thomaston enthusi
asm that means a real battle.

The fourth anniversary of the pas
torate of Rev. Benjamin P. Browne
coinciding w’ith that gentleman’s
birthday, the occasion has been given
some prominence in the social and
reEgious programs of the First Bap
tist church, culminating in the week
ly prayer service Tuesday evening.
This was so largely attended that an
adjournment to the rhurch audi
torium had to he made. The second
part of the service covered two or
three details that culminated in the
presentation to Mr. and Mrs. Browne
of a Ford sedan. The gift came a?
an absolute surprise and left both
recipients in an Overwhelmed state
of gratitude out of which they found
it difficult to express their appreci
ation. It W’as iminted out by those
hiving the matter in charge that the
fund represented in the gift had been
raised without the usual machnery
of a canvass. When word g it circu
lated that the present was in con
templation the money flowed in im
mediately in the form of freew ill con
tributions from members of the
church and parish.

K

COBB’S
Weekly Specials
Our prices as follows for medium to extra fancy Corn Fed Western Beef.
TOP ROUND STEAK.................................................................... 35c, 40c, 45c
BOTTOM ROUND STEAK........................................................... 25c, 30c, 35c
ALL ROUND STEAK...................................................................................... 25c
RUMP STEAK ...... 55c, 60c, 75c. PORTERHOUSE STEAK .. 50c, 65c
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK............................................................... 47c, 55c
SIRLOIN TIPS (Roast) ..............................................................
40c, 50c
BACK OF RUMP............. 25c, 30c. FACE OF RUMP................. 35c, 40c
RIB ROASTS............. 25c, 30c, 35c STEW BEEF ........ 15c, 20c, 25c
SOUP BONES............. 10c, 12c, 15c. CHUCK ROAST........... 12c, 15c, 18c

DELICIOUS PEARS, can................................................................................. 18c
CORN.......................................... 19c. MONARCH CATSUP.................... 25c

ONE POUND CANS PETERS COCOA............... ................................... 35c
(Made by the people who make Peters’ Sweet Chocolate)
CUT REFUGEE STRINGLESS BEANS, can........... 15c; dozen .. .*. .,.$1.65

DELICIOUS NEW COOKING FIGS, Lb.
........ 18c; 2 Lbs................. 30c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP—BUY IT WHILE YOU CAN, can 10c
__
dozen $1.10; case of 4 dozen cans, $4.00
STRAWBERRIES,
,
30c, 65c;
BRUSSELL SPROUTS,
35c
FRENCH ENDIVES, 3 for
25c; CAULIFLOWER,
40c, 50c, 60c
SPINACH,
TOMATOES,
50c;
LETTUCE,
15, 20, 25c
CELERY, 30c; SWEET POTATOES, 2 Lbs. 25c
GRAPE FRUIT, 4 for...........................25c; 3 for........................................ 25c
BEST FLORIDA ORANGES, dozen ............................................ 30c to $1.20
DELICIOUS,
W1NESAP,
McINTOSH RED
APPLES, EMPEROR GRAPES

QUALITY

COBB’S
NOT HOW CHEAP,

The Congregational Parish held its
annual meeting last night, when
these officers were elected: Moder
ator, A. H. Jones; clerk, J. E. Stev
ens; trustees, R. K. Snow’. C. M. KalIoch. G. A. Lawrence, E. L. Brown.
W. W. Spear, A. J. Bird; treasurer.
H. A. Buffum; ushers and pew com
mittee, A. E. Keyes, W. A. Hill, H.
B. Bird, C. H. Duff; music commit
tee, ^J. C. Perry. Mrs. Frank Bever
age, Mrs. Buffum, Mrs. J. O. Stev
ens; auditor, F. W. Powers. This
year’s budget, carrying a total of
$5600 was adopted. The circle sup
per last night was served “at home.”
the Congregational vestry
being
again in use for that purpose. So
many attended that a second table
was necessary.

the High School Athletic Associa
tion.
This entertainment will he of
three days’ duration and will play in
the High School auditorium some
time in October or November.
The
new1 group sponsoring the entertain
ments is distinct from the late la
mented Chautauqua associates who
financed the annual visitation of the
big brown tents on the Y. M. C. A.
lot. The Swarthmore Circuit which
succeeds Community Chautauqua in
the local field will present the 3-day
program here that it has exhibited
with considerable success the past
few years at Deer Isle, Stonington,
North Haven and Vinalhaven. Prof.
George P. Bible who is here this week
in the Interests of the Swarthmore
Circuit, hopes to book engagements
is Camden, Union, Tenant’s Harbor
and possibly Appleton and other
towns.

Thomaaton-Rockland — League —
Areade—Frid a y—N u ff sed. —a d v.

DON’T FORGET

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Friday Night
Tit

BUT HOW GOOD

Most of the skin eruptions of
|the face are caused by stomach
"and intestinal indigestion. A
correction of the diet will often re
sult in
cure.
Rockland lied Cross.

1855

1924

:: Memorials ::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Nadeau—Waldoboro, Jen. 2", to Mr.
Mrs. Frank Nadeau, a daughter.

MARRIED

.Pierpont-Farwell—Liberty, Jan. 24. by
Missionary W
K. Overlook. Percival I
Pierpont of Liberty and Miss bit,a M Far
well of Unity
Bufkett-l'lnw'r—Rockland. Jan. 25. tiv Rev
V Alien, William E HurMtt or Thomaston
and (iMce .Maud Ulmer of Rockland
Harriman Marcello—Km-kland. Jan 25. by
A contract signed yesterday by
l'lvnn- Jesse Harriman uf I'am, koi
Principal Allen, Coach Jones and and Miss Mabel Marcello of Rockport.
'Morlon-Lennond
—Camden. Jan. 21, In Rev
others brings Chautauqua to Rock R. H Hayden, Allan
Morion and Miss Mil
land next fall under the .auspices of dretl Lermonil 'botli of Camden

Marsh’s
Five-Piece Orchestra

SERVICE

GLASSES TO FIT YOUR
EYES, $3.45
Will call at your house.

H. LEVY
266 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

13-tf

kf

Rehearsals are in progress for a
play to be given in the Universalist
estry on Feb. 17 by the Chapin
Class, entitled ”Mah Jong.” It is a
clever adaptation of that game, the
characters representing the tiles
used.

vs.

■w

Bigger Poultry Profits

Gei-many is right on the job. Clerk
of Courts Milton M. Griffin received
from that country yesterday a cir
cular letter,
advertising
carbon
aper.

ROCKLAND HIGH

CUTLER-COOK’S
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DIED
'Morse- Thnnkaston, Jan. 28,
Morse.

Mrs. fieorg<

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many friends for
their kindness during the Illness and death
of our sister, and for the heautirul flowers
and many cards and letters of synipatli)
sent us.
We especially thank Bowes .<
I rosier.
*
'■'Ira. Clara Weed. Frank 0. Fuller. Mr and
Mrs. L E. Diller. Mr. and Mrs J F. Hoi
stel and John Killer.

o

Few people realize just how large the poultry business has grown during
the last twenty-five years.
1 iere are some of the figures for 1923, completed by the U. S. Govern
ment. Value of all poultry products, not including city and village flocks
was $1,047,000,000.
It exceeded the value of the wheat crop by
$300,000,000. It was seven times greater than the value of the sugar crop.
Improved methods of hatching and raising chickens has brought about
this wonderful increase.
The Buckeye Hot Water Incubator and the Buckeye Colony Brooder
are lenders all over the world. We have been supplying them to a great many
Knox County poultrymen for several years, and are now ready for spring
business. Come in and see them and get advertising matter.

Rockland Hardware Co.
FRED
ATKINS MOORE
Will deliver his lecture on

“Present Conditions
in Europe and Their
Relations to the
United States”
—In the—

Universalist Church

Wednesday Evening,
February 4, 1925
*

At 8:00 o’clock

Admission—Adults 50 cents

School Children 25 cents ......
Tb-^”

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
423

MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

PERRY’S MARKETS
428 MAIN STREET

80 TILLSON AVE.

GRANULATED SUGAR, any amt., lb. 7c

POTATOES, fine quality, peck........ 22c

BUTTER 40c BUTTER 45c BUTTER 42c
GOLDENDALE
CREAMERY
One Pound Blocks

CLOVERBLOOM
CREAMERY
Quarter Lb. Blocks

FRESH MEAT. CUTS

GROCERIES

Lean £eef Roast, I*. 8c, 10c, 12c
Boneless Bcof Rcast, lb...... 20c
Pot Roast, lb.............................
Soup Bonos, lb.................... 5c,
Pork Rcast, lb............. T............
Top Round Steak, lb..............
Boneless Veal Roast, lb..........
Bottom Round, lb...................
Rump Steak, lb..........................
Sirloin Steak, lb......................
Porterhouse Steak, lb............
Face Rump Steak, lb..............
Pork Ste/ik, lb.....................
Native Veal Steak, lb............
Hamburg Steak, lb. 10c, 20c,
Lean Stew Beef, lb...... 15c,
Pork Chops, lb............... 21c,
Veal Chcps, lb.................
Lamb Cflops, lb......................
Fresh Pig Shoulders, lb........

CUT FROM
TUB
Finest Quality

20c
10c
21c
30c
30c
20c
40c
25c
35c
35c
33c
50c
25c
20c
28c
40c
60c
18c

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE
Country Butter, lb................... 50c
Cloverbloom Butter, lb............ 45c
Goldendale Butter, lb........... 40c
Tub Butter, lb.......................... 42c
Best Common Cheese, lb...... 30c
Pimento Cheese, lb.................. 42c
American Cheese, lb.............. 42c
Cream Cheese, each ............. 15c
Roquefort Cheese, lb................ 70c
Fresh Eggs, dozen ............... 70c
Native Storage Eggs, doz...... 55c
Smoked Shoulders, lb...... 16c, 18c
Premium Ham (half), lb...... 30c
Frankforts, lb............................ 18c
Pig Liver, 2 lbs......................... 25c
Beef Liver, lb......... .................. 15c
Country Style Sausage, lb...... 30c
Honeycomb Tripe, lb............... 15c
Plain Tripe, 3 lbs........................25c
Salt Pork, lb.............................. 22c
Compound Lard, lb................. 15c

Excelsior Coffee, lb................. 42c
Boston Market Coffee, lb...... 42c
Perry's Special Coffee, lb...... 55c
Extra Fancy Coffee, lb.......... 60c
Baker’s Cocoa, large can ..... 18c
Bulk Tea, lb................................. 50c
Frosting Sugar, lb.................... 10c
Quaker Oats, large pkg.......... 24c
Lux, pkg...................................... 10c
Jell-O, all flavors ...................... 10c
Ivory Salt, box ........................ 10c
Soda Crackers, lb..................... 17c
Baker's Cccoa, large can ..... 18c
Cream Tartar, lb..................... 34c
Baker's Chocolate, cake ....... 18c
Corn Flakes, pkg....................... 10c
Shredded Wheat, pkg.............. 11c
Graham Flour, 5 lbs............... 30c
Fat Meaty Prunes, lb............. 10c
Salted Greens, lb....................... 20c
Corned Sparerib, lb................. 15c
Sweet Oranges, doz................. 19c
New Dates, 2 lbs. .................... 25c
Evaporated Milk, 3 cans ....... 25c
Kollogg’s Bran, pkg................ 20c
Borden’s Cond. Milk, can ..... 19c
Palmolive Soap, 3 cakes ..... 20c
Cod Tongues, lb......................... 20c
Tongues and Sounds, lb........ 18c
Salt Herring, lb......................... 10c
Salt Tinker Mackerel, lb...... 20c
Pickled Pig's Feet, lb........... 12e
Mince Meat, large can ......... 25c
Little Buster Pop Corn, pkg. 12c
Large Loaf Bread ...................... 12c
Campbell’s Soup, can ..
. 10c
Tomatoes, largo can ............. 25c
Fancy Peas, 2 cans ............. 29c
Cocoa, 2 lb pkg.......................... 22c
Blue Label Ketchup, bottle .. 15c
Best Matches, 6 boxes ........... 40c
Dean's Horseradish, bottle .... 25c
Pink Salmon, can .................. 15c
Red Salmon, can ..................... 30c-

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE THE DIFFERENCE

POSTPONED!
Old Fashioned Dance
will Be Held

Friday Evg., Jan. 30
Chas. Woodcock’s Orch.

F, B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Come and Have a Good Time

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
HALL

WESTERN BEEF
Sirloin Roasts.......................................... 23c, 35c
Face Rump Roasts......................................... 35c
Five Rib Troasts............... ....................... 22c, 25c
Chuck Roasts................................. I 5c, 18c, 20c
Pot Roasts...........................
25c, 30c
Sirloin Steak (boneless)................................... 45c
Face Rump Steak..............................................35c
Top Round Steak ......................................... 35c
Hamburg Steak . •................................ 20c, 25c
Stew Beef.................................................. 20c, 25c
Corned Beef....................................... 8c, 10c, 20c
LAMB
PORK
VEAL
ICEBERG LETTUCE
*
CELERY

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
3 Large Loaves Trainer’s Bread for 25c

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE
JANUARY 30 AND 31
SIX

BIG SPECIALS

SIX

20 in. x 40 in. I urkish Towels, each............25c
6 qt. Covered Agate Kettles............................. 49c
Large pieces Enamelware, each....................... 10c
1 7 qt. Agate Dish Pans, each........................ 39c
f loor Mats, eac h...............................................10c
14 cakes Palmolive Soap............................ $1.00

Every Article a Wonderful Bargain
See demonstration of Graham’s Shoe, Glove and
Clothes Cleaner. With every purchase of a 50c
box of Cleaner, a French Art Needle sold for 50c

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 600

I ree Delivery

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.
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HOW TO 8OLVE A CROSS WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letters ere placed In the white space this pnssle
Will spell words both vertically and horlsontally. The first letter In each
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
below the pussle. Thus No. 1 under the column bended “horizontal”
defines a word which will fill the white spaces np to the first black
square to the right, and a number under “vertical” defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go In
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
are Indicated In the definitions.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time

COMMON THINGS
Often Overlooked, But highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

• ^Lewiston. A17 00 a. m„ t7 30a. hl. tl.Wp. m.
New York. H.1 Op. m.
♦«
.«
Portland. A|7.U0a. in., 17.30 a.m., fl 10p.m.,
15.30 p. m.
• Waterville. Al7.(M)a m . f7.3O a m . tl lOp. m.
Woolwich. A{7.00a.m.. 17.30a.m..

FOURTH OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS

By Adelin F. Veazlc
A High Singer

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 19

(© by Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Where Easter eggs are alleged
to come from
7—‘Mystical Interpretation of the
Scripturea among Jewish rab
bis
18—Dig
14—Make happy
16—Conjunction
18— Midday
19— Absence of anything
20— Note of musical scale
21— Deface
28—Had faith In
28—Father (Colt)
26—Ship’s prison
28—Belonging to yog
28—Part of the ear
80—Fabulist of note
82— One (French)
S3—Courage
34—Lattice work
86—Wood lice
88— Exceedingly email part of mat

3— Commercial notice (abbr.)
S— Nickname of famous printer
4— Stain
•
5— Dentine composing elephnnt's
tusks
6— Thin, slender
7— Places in the middle (var. sp.)
8— Wood of the ngalloch
9— Fetter
10— Consumed
11— French article
12— Fight
15—Frolics
17—Scarcer
20—Work
22—Go np
24— Source of heat
25— Long stick
27—Biblical giant
20—Of or pertaining to the side
31—Schemes
33—Deformity In which foot Is
grown inward
35—Legal combination (abbr.)
37—Card game
40— Narrow pieces of flexible mate
rial
41— Pieces of hot fuel
42— Flower
43— Groom
44— One who playa a stringed lnstrunymt
45— Encourage
46— Cog wheels
47— Mistakes in printing
50—Rodent
53— Ward off a blow
54— Automatic registering Instru
ment
57— Person of small stature
58— Contradict
01—Obj. of she
03—Writings (abbr.)
65— Southern state (abbr.)
67—And (French)

ter

89— Native metal
40—Mar
44— Bravery
48— Whlatlca
49— Same aa 39 horizontal
61—Sword
82— Overha sty In action
83— Sacred song or poem
65— Shakespearean king
66— Beverage
67— Clattered
69—One of the worda you uae when
singing a song of which you
don’t know all the worda
60— Addition to a letter
61— Throw
62— News article one paragraph long
64—Roadway (abbr.)
05—Painting dealing with everyday
life
66—Feel
68— One who makes a sacrifice to a
principle
69— Meeting place

SOUTH WARREN
Master Fred Bucklin i« quite
and is unable to attend school.
Miss Lucille Burns was the guest
of her grandmother, Mrs. Rose Mar
shall Sunday.
Miss Thedessa Witherspoon who
has employment In the clothing fac
tory in Thomaston, is boarding with
Mrs. George Lermond.
Mrs. Cochrane of Waldoboro was
a guest last week of her sister, Mrs.
Jennie Simmons at Ellis Hyler’s.
Mrs. Simmons is in very poor health.
Mrs. Henry Looke has a hen that
laid an egg measuring
in. by
and containing three perfect
yolks.
Local folks were sorry to hear of
the accident to a friend and former
townsman, Oliver Counce of Madi
son. While logging in the woods a
chain broke and it was thought at
first that both his legs were broken
as a result, but although mangled,
no bones were broken, and a speedy
recovery is hoped for.
Charles Woodcock has loaded two
cars with lumber from the mill on
the Stahl lot.
The death of Willard Welt of
Thomaston came as a shock to his
many friends here by whom he was
highly esteemed.
The roads are not passable for
autos although two tried it Tuesday
morning.
After
working
with
shovels for sometime near the resi
dence of Walter Bucklin their crews
returned to Rockland, sadder hut
wiser men.
The officers of Good Will Grange
were installed Thursday evening by
Mrs. Fred Jameson of White Oak
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Moody and Virgil Hills. The officers
are as follows: W. M., Charles
Maxey; O., L. R. Bucklin; lecturer
Evie Fernald; S., Albert Jordan; A.
S., Jesse Mills; C., Alice Spear;

RADIO SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS

Haynes DX
Bloopless Three Circuit
Superdyne
Browning-Drake
and

Audio and Radio
Amplifiers
BUILT TO ORDER
TROUBLE SHOOTING
REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
Set, and Tubes Tested on Actual
Broadcast Reception
Coils Wound To Order
Parts and Accessories
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
ATTENTION

R. W. TYLER
RADIO SERVICE STATION
(Over Express Office)
Postoffiea Box 359
ROCKLAND,...................... MAINE

Solution will appear In next issue.
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treasurer, Sidney Stevens; secretary,
Nettie Copeland: (1. K.. Ernest- Newbert; Ceres. Annie Bucklin; Pomona,
Mabel Jordan: Flora. Esther Newbert; L. A. S.. Mabel Mills. The lec
turer, A. S and L. A. S. were unable
to be present on account of sickne§*6.
After the work of installing a pro
gram was presented consisting of
songs, readings,‘ recitations, stories,
discussions and speeches from hire
visiting members. One man said
had been a Granger 40 years and -he
believed the Grange grew better
every year.
A rising vole of thanks
was given the installing officer for
her able work and for her kindness
in comjng on such a cold night. ORe
young man brought 27 on his horse
sled. About 75 sat dawn to sup|ihr.
Two applications were received with
more to soon follow. Ail are imping
1925 will he the banner year for the
Grange.
.

MICK1E SAYS—
TWEM OXMS
GOME. W&U
TW EfXTCa WORE PATCHED
Uts PAVJTS. Aki ACCEPTED
CABBAGES FOR SUBSCRAPfiCUS!
NOWADAYS TUl EDTOR VE A

uotum'
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llow many limes on a hot day in
summer have I stopped my work in
the garden to listen to a line, longdrawn-out rasping sound from some
near-by tree, and how many years 1
i.emlei, 1 what caused It. The child
ren. and also some grown persons,
insisted that it was a snake singing,
but even as a child I couldn't be
lieve that snakes sang or climbed
trees, though I have since read of
black snakes that climb slender
trees to get the eggs and young of
birds; still 1 argued. ‘‘Snakes can’t
sing: they are not built that way;
th.y’ve got nothing to sing with."
On three occasions I carefully and
luictly stole to the tree and watched,
and on two of those occasions I saw
far above my head a queer looking
creature which old not even quiver
while the fine, rasping note continI. On the last occasion a small
v whose curiosity equalled m?
n. climbed the tree and taking a
quart glass jar which I handed him
after he was up, he clapped the
mouth of the jar over the singer and
captured it, when the singing in
stantly stopped.
• • • •
It was a rather formidable looking
insect with big eyes, a hard, rigid
breast and somewhat transparent
wings, also rigid, like the wing cases
of gra --shoppers and not floppy like
the wings of a butterfly. This may
r.ot he an exact dt.cscription, but it is
as nearly as 1 can remember after
a period of more than thirty years.
Boon the rasping sound began
again and this time from inside thq
jar and we took turns in watching
to see how he did it. For several
hours we kapt this up and not a mo
tion or a, quiver did we see. Now. a
grasshopper makes no secret of his
musical methods. At each chirp any
ordinary observer may see his hind
legs scrape against his wing cases
as he sits on your dress or perhaps
even on your hand and fiddles away
cheerfully, regardless • of any audi
ence he may have; hut this fellow is
of a different order and I don't know
to this day hew he gets such a loud
ni ise out of such a small body, Or
where he keeps his bagpipe, or what
ever he calls it. It is a species of
locust called Cicada and I have
never found any one who can tell
me anything about his habits—what
ho eats, what he hatched from—
fact nobody seems to know or care
anything about him and had I not
accidently found a picture of one.
with the name printed below, I should
not know what to call it—and I am
not sure even now that I have it
sjielled right.

t
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Trains Leave Rockland son
Augusta. A17 00 a. m.. t7 30 “ ™.. U.10p. m.'
Bangor. A57 00a. n, , 17 Mi. in . |1 l» P
I
Boston. AJ7.00. in . 17.311 a. n'.. tl.10p.». '
Brunswick. Aj7.00a.ni.t7.30a iu., 11.10pm..

MOTOR TRIPS ABROAD
The Most Famous Cathedral

, |5.30 p. iu.

i t Daily, except Munday.
«
a tv »
A Passengers provide own lemagc Bath to Wool
wich.

1 D. C. DOUGLASS,

M.

L. HARRIS,

9-28-24 V. P.&GeaTMgr. Gen'1 Passenger Agt.

Vinaliiaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

SAY

“BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!

Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for
Colds
Pain

Headache
Toothache

Neuralgia
Neuritis

Lumbago
Rheumatism

Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handv “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin In the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoecetlcecldester of s»llc7llcncld_

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HA
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN C
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to change without notice)

IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.

8. 1924.
Leaven Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinaliiaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockliud at 1 30 P. M. for

Vlnalhaven.

North

Ua\«n, Stonington

Swan's Island

B

and

H STINSON,

General Agent
Rockland. Maine. Oct 6. ’824.

OUGHS
Every few hours swallow
slowly a quarter of a
teaspoonful of Vicks. Also
melt a little in a spoon
or a tin cup and inhale
the vapors arising.

VICKS
> V
R
apo

ub

Over 17 Million Jara Utad Yaail?

her#
H
Piloto Court'-, Chrvstcr Ma.rwc.1M

Cathedral at Rtteims

■' Corpn

cf Jrd
c.-ormrd

the Dauphin.
Ckarlei
Vlt
of France
HS9.

IS getting incre.isin; y com and one month.
Front Louvain the route follow,
mon for American motorist, to
l<7 Xnmurs where is the famous
travel from Brussels to Paris ]
Cathedral of St. Aubin which dates
bv motor through the battle rca of from 1751. Then come Dinant,
Belgium ar.d France.
The road, Givct. Rocroi, ltcthel anil finally (he
arc excellent and the points of in famous city of Ilheims.
In few
c’ties is it possible to see today
terest innumerable.
The mod interesting route is to what war actually meant to a peace
go from Brussels to I.ouv.i'n where ful city.
may lie seen the far.ious t jtliedrgl
Travelling from Brussels to Pari,
Church of St. Pierre ar.d lie Hotel by motor it is a good plan to spend
Be Villc. datinz from It48, a ex a night at Itbeims and then in the
quisite specimen of loth l ntiirv mornir^ proceed to such historic
Gothic. During the world war-the places os Chateau Thierv and
Cathedral withstood a G rtma bom Mennx. Paris can be reached eas
bardment every dav for four ’ ears , ily by dinner time.

20 PER CENT

1

1

PUZZLES
The great paper for puzzles
today, ns it has been for years
past—with its famous pic
ture puzzles, plum pudding
puzzles—and erdss-word puz
zles, in the

Sunday Rev. Leonard G. March of
j Dover-Foxcroft-will preach at Union
[church, laith morning and evening.

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

I There will be special music.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Rae and Hervey Knowlton left
l Monday for Washington, D. C., to
1 attend funeral services of their
I brother Alfred Knowlton. I". S. Navy
'who died in. China and whose body
L. MARCUS
was brought to Washington for in
terment in the Soldiers Cemetery at
TEL. 746-J
313-319 MAIN ST.
Arlington.
130-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Greenlaw
have moved into Mrs. Clara Pendle
THE CASE OF WARD
TO PUSH TAX CUT
ton's apartment on Granite street.
Daily and Sunday
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gross and
And now comes a letter from Mrs. Convict Shows “Gratitude'" “We Have Not Failed Them;
daughter Annice left Monday for
Leonard Packard, in Massachusetts,
Attorney At Law
Danforth where they will visit their
telling me that she found Just such
We Shall Not Fail Them,"
For Reprieve By Violating
Specialty:
PROBATE PRACTICE
daughtcu-., Mrs. Percy McLaughlin.
a two-legged snake as I described in
431 MAIN ST^ ROCKLAND, MAINE
the benefit of the taxpayer in reduc
Ajt.
General
Janies
W.
Hanson
of
Says
Coolidge.
Law
—
Back
in
Prison.
one of my articles. She was visiting,
tion ol' taxes.
Augusta will be in town Friday and T®|„dhon«»—-Office 468; Houaa 803-tAF
at the opposite end of the Bog from
•‘This intensive drive for economy is will speak to citizens interested in Scecial Attention to Probate Matter*
By
order
of
Gov.
Brfe-wstei
.
l'
lgac.
,
,
President
Ccolidge
disclosed
Monvhere I found, the dead one. Hers
increasing the efficiency of Federal
v.is very much alive and she tried M. Ward, an inmate of the Statue .dav-night what he characterized as business. I.et those who are inclined keeping the C. A. C. in Vinaliiaven.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
to capture him. but before she could Prison, who was granted a .• pripvc]a„ enviaWo rcc:„.d of government to «colT at it, those who are Inclined The time and place will be announced
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORE
luter.
get a pail from the house he had last December that he might go toi
Mr.-^tind Mrs. Hugh Keay are
was’won
and ,r’ncy aav,nK ,9 ,he to refer to it as cheese-paring, look
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
hidden himself among the brush. Washington for an opera;,,
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
He at the result it has accomplished. spending the winter in Holyoke,
She. as well aa myself, had a hard eafely landed In his cell at Th .nias-j American people since 1921.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
They will find there an answer which Mass, ns guests of relatives.
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
spoke at the eighth regular meeting
time to convince her friends that ton Monday night.
is complete and overwhelming. If,the
LARGING.
Reports came to Gov. I: . water of the business organization of the
she had not been "seeing things"
practice of economy is not popular,
We are now both hoping that some that Ward, who was admitted pi the, government, presided over by Gen. the results of it are viewed with
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
370 Main Street. Rockland
one who knows, will tell us more Walter Reed hospital at Washington! H. M. Lord. Director of the Budget,
Whereas, John 1*. Erickson of 1'nton. In th?
tremendous satisfaction.
Conwy of Knox nnd State of Maine, by ids
about- him by way of The Courier- for the removal of a build in his. Since 1921; Ihe President said, the
“Your own closer scrutiny of your j
deed dated March 9. 19:;:i, and
ARTHUR L. ORNE
lung, was illicitly selling wl ^key to, people have benefited by tax reduc requirements, the searching revision recorded in the Rqristry of Deeds for Knox
Gazette.
other patients, and evidence*o sup tions aggregating $2,000,000,000 an of your estimates by the Bureau of, ‘''"".T/
197, Page 323. conveyed
i us, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel
Insurance
nually, while government expendi
port such a statement is avai abje,
the Budget, and the further searching of land with the buildings thereon, situat^j
WARREN
Col. Glennan, commanding the tures have been reduced more than
In Union, County of Knox, and State of
inquiry
toy
Congress
of
the
budget
Successor
to
A. J. Erskine & Co.
Medical Corps states that on Dec. 10, $3,000,000,000.
and bounded and described aa fol
■ estima-tes. all lead to efficiency of Maine,
Frank Thomas of Pleasantville re
lows. to gait:
417 MAIN ST, .... ROCKLAND
This fiscal year will mark the close
1924. Ward was admitted , to the
Beginning at a stake and stone, thence
ports .seeing a small flock of robins Walter Reed hospital at Washington. of four years of effort to reduce the operation, They separate the neces
sary from the unnecessary. They lead running west one hundred and thirty-three
in a tree near the home of Henry
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
"This case has now been under ob cost of government.’’ said the Presi to the grant of funds sufficient only rods, thence north five rods to a stake, thence
Earris recently. Mr. Farris says the
west nlwty-four rods, to Pettengall Stream,
servation for over one month and dent. "How successful these efforts
thence pfirtherly and easterly by said stream C. M. WHEELER, D.G Ph.C.
for
the
necessary.
birds have spent the winter there.
complete examination and s dy of have been can be summarized in a
‘This meeting is being broadcast. to tlie\|pwn line, thence aoutlieaaierly on
The Seniors of Warrell High School
Chiropractor
this man’s condition has be* n nnl-. Vhry few words. In the fiscal >ipar What I say to you here Is being heard said IlMrto a stake, thence by Sibley's land
present on Friday evening at Glover
westerly about sixty rods to corner. then<*e
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
He is affected with severe chronic 1C21 we spent >5,538.000,000. It is by the invisible audience in whose i Booth
to the first mentioned bounds, conhall a play entitled "The Second
Graduate Palmer School of Chlropraatle
bronchitis, with foreign body in h ?. ( estimated that we will spend this interests we are gathered. They are tainlr.g one hundred and twenty-five acres,
Puncture.” This will be followed by lung.
Office Hours*
more or less.
Reserving from the above
It Is believed by the board oi*' fiscal year $3,534,000,000. This will
watching our efforts in their behalf. described lot a parcel of land deeded to Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12; 2-Bl
a dance. Music by Marsh’s orches medical officers examining
man } show a reduction in our expenditures
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
Wc
have
not
failed
them
in
the
last
Merle
Bobbins
containing
about
one
half
tra.
Saturdays. 10-12. Tel. 886
that the foreign body is r.-.t th eti- of $2,004,000,000. The four years will four years. We will not fail them ill acre more or less.
And the woodlot sold
O. E. Gray is having a vacation
Being same premises.
o’ogica’r factor for the majority of. show a reduction in the public debt the four to conic. These next four [ to John Upham.
from his duties as carrier on the pulmonary symptoms presented and of approximately $3,108,000,000. Thi9
. conveyed by William II. Miller to K.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
M.
Erickson.
bv
years will be years of continuing John tnd Matilda
rural r ute. Capt. Charles Young is
that the parent symptoms are great- meins a reduction in the annual in pressure for economy, There must deed dated March 23, 1921, recorded
acting as substitute.
Book 188, page 415.
Osteopathic
Physician
ly exaggerated.
terest from $999,000,000 to $865,000,000,
toe no retreat.
Mrs. Ralph Spear, who is con
Whcrdaa. the condition of said mortgage
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
“Bronchoscopic examination De-, a saving of $131,000,000 each year,
has
been
broken
;
valescing from her recent surgical
Tifichon, 136
cember 30. 1924. shows no evidence'
the’ sane period of time the
Now. therefore, by reason of breach of
"We are evidently entering upon an
operation at Knox Hospital. Rockland,
36 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
that the foreign body
is nuking jieople bav ’ been benefited by a mate- era of increasing business Activity the condition thereof, we claim a foreclosure
was the recipient of u post card
of said mortgage.
Graduat* of American School of
Dated January 13. 1925.
With in
shower from her Warrert friends on trouble by itf presence and the eur- rial reduction in taxes of about and material prosperity.
Osteopathy
gical
intervention
is
not
indicated, i $2,000,000,000 yearly. This is certain- creasing business we can surely de FEDERAL LAND BANKS OF SPMXGFIELD.
Monday.
MASS
The
hemorrhage
from
the
lung
sup,
j
y
an
enviable
record
It
is
a
record
pend
on
increasing
revenues.
I
have
While topping out a load of hay at
®y Andrews, Nelson A- Gardiner.
Jan 13-22-29
Its Attorneys.
his barn at Sterling, Henry V. Star- posed to exist since 1918 w ,s not Jn whlch the executive branch of the heretofore indicated my purpose that
confirmed.
This
patient
w
.s
examgovcrnment
shares
credit
with
the
growing revenues shall not be abrett was thrown heavily to the barn
Es.'afe o* Horace W. Welt
p.gi8lative branch.
STATE OF MAINE
sorbed in unwarranted, increases in
floor when the horse started, landing ined night and day for several
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
* * ♦ ♦
Federal expenditures. As the coun KNOX. 88.
on his head and shoulders. Mr. Star but he was unable to cough up .or i
At
u
Probate
Court held at Rockland In
Th« F,m,u, SkMt Mu,I, y„ n, adverexpectorate
any
blood
whi
.
’
o
an
ex’
**The
Chief
Executive
fc» pledged to try grows, an honest, reasonable in and for said County ■of, Knox, on the twentyrett received a severe shaking up
tind in nil Min Inndln, mniulant.
economy in the requests which he crease in cost of government is ex sixth day of January. In the year of our
anti has a very lame neck that will aminer was present.
Ovtr
220
Mleetlon,—ntnd
far
Lord,
one
thousand
nine
hundrc«l
and
twenty
“
This
man
is
now
in
ch
ention
in
•ntnlogu,
makes upon Congress .for funds. This pected. That increase, however, must five
remind him for some days of his ac
the
hospital
on
account
of
illicitly
pledge has been kept in the several not be timed to keep step, dollar for
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland. Ma.
cident.
A certain Instrument purporting to be the
last Will and Testament
Horace W. Welt,
An important firemen’s meeting is selling whiskey to other patbr.ts and budgets. In his consideration of these dollar, with the increase in revenue.
late
of
Thomaston,
In
said
County,
having
evidence
to
support
«uc*h
a
state!
‘ Necessary increases in the cost of been prer?ented for probate, and application
budgets the Chief Executive has had
called for Monday night.
Manager Prescott always provides ment is available. In view < f the the support of Congress. As I am government, du** to legitimate Federal having been made that no bond bo required Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
fact
that
surgical
treatment
is
not
pledged to economy in my requests growth, must be offset by reduction of the executor named in the will.
a fine Saturday picture program in
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Glover hall. This week’s showing is indicated and that the conduct of for funds, ■so are you pledged to in costs bf existing activities and the all persons interested, by causing a copy of
the
patient
is
as
stated,
it
m roc-, economy in the expenditure of the elijnination of projects and the dis
"White Panther.” featuring Snowy
this Order to be published three weeks suc
Telephone 323
ommenrled
that
action
be
t
i
an
by
funds which may be granted by Con continuance of operations that can be cessively In The <’our1er-4Jazette, a newspa
Baker and a splendid cast which in
dispensed with without interference per published at Rockland. In said County,
38
Summer
Street, . ■ Rockland
cludes “Boomerang” the wonder your office for the return of this man gress.
on the seventeenth day of February. A. I»
53-tf
"No longer are the funds appropri with Federal efficiency. We are oc that they may appear at a Probate Court to
horse.
The two-reel comedy is to the State Prison at Thomaston
or
for
his
transfer
to
another
hos

ated by Congress as the minimum cupying fields that should be aband lx* held at Rockland in and tor said Counly,
Her Topcdoed Love.’’
1925,
at
nine
o
’
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
pital.’’
amount which is to bq expended. oned We must reduce bhe cost of show' cause, if any have, why the prayer
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
F. Morris Fish of Hallo-well, State EvAry dollar that is saved by careful government to a iwint which will re- of
the petitioner should not be granted.
There is no comparison between
probation
officer,
went
to
Washing

EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate
administration adds to the amount 1 duce taxes to a point where they
Offlc, Hour,: I tn 3 and 7 tn I P. M.
the public drunkenness of the days
A true Copy,—Attest :
before Prohibition, and that at the ton, Saturday, reaching Thomaston, by which taxes may be reduced in the; cease to be a linden. Loyalty to the
13 Th-19
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register. R„ld,n„ until 9 A. M. and by AinalatoMB'
Monday night, wifh Ward.
future.
It is praeth al economy; taxpayers of this nation demands
present time.—Chas. 1’erkins, 1‘h.D.,
Estate of Evelyn 0. Jones
Ward was convicted in the su- which I have in mind and which we that we secure this result.
Talnphon, 1(4
University of Tennessee.
STATE OF MAINE
perior court for Androscoggin county must practice. I had rather talk of
"Before turning this meeting over
THOMASTON. ME.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Pro
in 1919 for the murder of Mario Ber- saving pennies and save them than to Gen. Iy-rd, the Director of the bate Court In end for the County of KnoXs
Res]>«qfully represents Ida L. Jones of
nier', the State alleging that Ward, theorize in millions and save nothing, Bureau of the Budget. I wish to ex
Rumford, Maine, Guardian of Evelyn O
DRESSED CALVES
placed a poisonous substance in some
"The people of this nation have press to him appreciation of his dis Jones, formerly of Camden. Maine, now of
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
liquor that the Bernier woman drank, been not only patient under the heavy interested and faithful ’service. The RumfolM? Maine That said minor is the
while they were having a pasty, burden of war taxation, they have law' has not provided a more import 1 owner of certain Real Estate, situated In
LIVE AND DRESSED106 PLEASANT STREET
Bowdoin, Maine, in Sagadahoc County, an>
Ward was sentenced to life in the i been heroic. Their burden of taxa- ant office than that which he holds. described as follows, viz: being two fortyState Prison by Judge Henry W. itk»n has been greatly lifted, but our Our entire service has no officers | fifths (2-45) of a lot of land in Bowdoin.
PLUMBING HEATING
bounded and described as follows:
Oakes of Auburn.
fight must be for further reduction more truly devoted to the promotion 1 M^ilne,
POULTRY
Easterly by the town road : Northerly by land
An unsuccessful effort to procure of the burden of the people. This of the welfare of the people. 1 wish of
TEL. 244-W
h$aae Jenkins ; Westerly by land of James
a pardon for Ward was made two campaign for economy has no other also to express my Appreciation of Ifa lags: Southerly by land of Albert Puring117-tf
1
‘
on
and
Isaac
Cox;
being
premises
described
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
years ago. Judge Maher of Augusta object. So far as it is within my your efforts and my faith in your
i In deed .of Isaac Adams to Harvey J. Wheeler,
appeared as counsel for th-- petit- power I propose to continue my ef- loyalty and devotion to a continua ! dated Bauuary 7, 1854, a s reoprded in LinH. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
ieners.
| forts for economy in FederaX expen- tion of the economy program which ; coin Co. Western Dlst. Reg. of Deeds, book
! 43, page 87.
Ward is a veteran of the World | dltures. What we have done must be we are following.”
PROMPT RETURNS
Diseases of the Eye;
That It would be for the benefit of said
War and saw service at the battle of considered only the beginning. We
. minor that said Real Estate should be sold
Refractions, Etc.
, and the proceeds placed at. interest. Where
Chateau Thierry but the bullet im have proved that we can reduce the
For all the kids
fore your petitioner prays that she may be
bedded in his lung
was received cost of government.
407 MAIN STREET
licensed
to
sell
artd
convey
said
Read
Es• * * •
and grown-ups, too » fate at private sale for the purpose aforesaid.
prior fo his war service.
Hour,: 9 <0 12 A. M.; I In » P. M.
Dated at Rumford. Maine, this 20th day
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 891*-!
"For the next fiscal year 1926 our
Simple cleanliness is Ihe seerd 1 of January, A. D. 1925
Office Telephone 493-W
"General practice in kindergartens financial outlook as presented in the
IDA L. JUNES. Guardian.
Chamberlain’s Tablets keep KNOX COUNTY —
in the United States’’ is under inves budget for that year, is most encour
A RELIABLE
your stomach, liver ana
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on
tigation by the Department of Kin aging. If the budget program is sus
A. C. MOORE
Dowels healthy, sweet and the 29th day of January, A D. 1925.
dergarten Education of the National tained by Congress at this session I
On
petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
clean.
For constipation, notice tfie
Education Association.
The two will be able in the next budget to
COMMISSION HOUSE
be given, by publishing a copy of said
Piano Tuner
biliousness, indigestion, head | petition Jwlth this order thereon, once a week
means used 40 determine what con recommend a further reduction in
Wl+H THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
ache and that tired, worn out for three weeks successively, prior to the
stitutes general practice in kinder taxes. The outlook for 1926 is that
17t.h day of February next, in The Courierfeeling, take
93-101 Clinton St.
gartens are stenographic reports of we wi-ll have a surplus that year of
, Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland,
I Maine, that ail persons interested may atfull kindergarten sessions and re more than $373,000,000. Any increase
. tend at a Probate Court then to be held in
L R. CAMPBELL
turns from a questionnaire
in receipts will swell this surplus. By
BOSTON
Rockland, and show cause, if any, why the
through superintendents to a large economy in operation you can help Take two tonight No griping, no ! prayer of said petition should not be granted.
Attorney At Law
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
number of kindergartens throughout' s
’
this estimated surplus. Each unpleasant next day feeling.
swell
100-tf-Th
A true Copy.—Attest:
the eountn'.
• dollarr that you add to it should go to
. SQ for 2S. W<»-.
erery«iAcr»
t
13 Th-19
HENRY H PAYSON, Refister.
S7S MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND, MB.

BOSTON GLOBE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

T.H.WHEELERCO.

Chamberlain’s Tablets

Every-Other-Day
HEED THIS
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SIGNAL!

RAZORV1LLE

NORTH HOPE

WALDOBORO

LITTLE LESS THAN
A REAL MIRACLE

ChiLDren

With the Radio Fans

The Star Club met Wednesday af
Mrs. Ahlaua Lessner received a
There was no mail here Friday and
It is with pleasure that I can tell j
,
,
, ... , .
no school. 12 degrees below and a ternoon with Mra E. J. 11. Miller.
novel and unusual Christmas pres- high win(, wUh snow bIowlng and Next week's meeting will he with
the readers of (his column that 1 am
COUGHING
delighted with my tests with the
ent it being a radio message broad- j drifting.
Donald Perry, who is at- Mrs". John K. Miller.
Browning-Drake regeno-former clrcasted from Bayonne, N. J., from her lending Appleton High made the trip
E. A. Glidden attended the New
grandnieces and nephews lo Belfast, afoot the day via atone walla and England meeting of the Memorial Graphic Story By A. F. Lind cuit that I mentioned in the column
a few Issues back.
It is extremely
pastures .around the driris.
That Craftsmen of America at the Con
Maine, and forwarded to her by
simple to operate, very selective, and
night he came home with both ears gress Square Hotel, Portland, last
i postal card from that city.
sey of Harrington Told in at the same time not too critical.
frozen and one aide of his face and week.
(National Velvet Vernier dials used)
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard neck. alao.
At a special meeting of Medomak
it can be calibrated or logged the
A. I. Perry received a very Inter- Chapter. R. A. M., held Monday even
Few Words
E. Overlook was the scene of a pretty
same as neutyodyne for future con
little wedding Saturday evening, the eating letter from H. C. Pease of El ing. tlie Mark Master degree was
venience in locating a desired sta
Segundo. Calif., last week.
Mr. conferred on several candidates.
contracting parties being Percival Pease win a former rewffient of Aption. It is of ample volume for sat
Mrs. Blanche Masure, who has been
A. F. Lindsey, farmer, of Harring isfactory loud speaker operation on
Coomhs Pierpont, youngest set? of Dr. ,deton. going to California five years the guest of her daughter, Mrs. M.
ton. Me., writes the Priest Drug Co., all but the most distant stations and
and Mrs. S. C. Pierpont of this town ago.
He wished to be remembered H. Kuhn, has returned to Portland.
and Mias I.ilia Melina* Farwell, to all his old friends here and keeps
it Is not difficult to assemble.
Harry Perkins was called to Mass of Bar.gvr:
I used two bottles of Priest's In
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Almon Far- in touch with many through the local achusetts Monday by the death of
In building my set I sidestepped
digestion Powder while at Southwest to usual regenoformer kit and decid
well of Unity.
The groom is prin columns of The Courier-Gazette.
his daughter.
cipal of the Washington High School
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pitcher have Harbor and it did me so much good ed to make my own colls, and these
A chimney tire at Willow Brook
and a very popular young man while caused quite a bit of excitement moved to Jefferson where they will ind helped me so that I continued were wound of number 20 I). C. C.
he treatment after I got home. I wire on pasteboard tubing from
the bride lias been a very successful Tuesday morning.
The hook and Ipike their home.
MOTHER:- Fletcher’sCasteacher in the public schools of her ladder was hastily summoinled frbm
The ,
J. T. Gay and J. H. Miller are in Used, in all two large sized bottles Crockett's bargain basement.
own and adjoining towns for the past the barn with Donald as chief Boston this week where they will and one small and will say that it rotor and the R. F. transformer pri
TAKE toria is a pleasant, harmless
three years and a great favorite iu climber. Nothing more serious than uisit the Ford factory in connection has changed, me from suffering the mary form were turned out of white
tortures
of
indigestion
so
I
should
that
vicinity.
The
ceremony
was
pine at Glover's Mill. The two con- ,
Substitute for Castor Oil, Pare
a big blaze, a very hot ohlmney and with business for the Waldoboro Ga
PIERCE
never know I had suffered from it densers were the Cardwell low less
performed by Missionary Overlook, a tardy mark for Donald resulted.
rage.
goric,
Teething
Drops
and
Soothing
Syrups, especially prepared,
for
about
five
years.
The
remedy
making use of the impressive double I A. 1. Perry and l.elnnd Wentworth
type and ure very elllcieut.
At a special meeting of the Baptist
ling ceremony.
A large circle of working together broke the roads in church lust Sunday. Rev. Guy C. Mc- has effected a cure of the trouble
* • • •
for
Infants
in
arms
and
Children
all
ages.
friends unite -in wishing the happy ; diiii section of the district Wednes Quatdee was unanimously elected to and I never have to think of It. It
One
of
the
most
desirable
features
Is
one
of
the
grandest
remedies
young couple years c.t happiness. day morning. This Is the first snow remain another year. A larger vote
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
of the set and one that gives the op
The wedding is of double Interest to blockade of the winter.
Saturday thin on the previous two years was that was ever gotten up and has
Proven directions on each package. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
people in this town as the bride is a ihe roads had to be broken out ugain cast for his return. Rev. Mr. Mc- saved an awful lot of suffering for erator the assurance that lie Is not
disturbing his neighbor Is the neu
It’s soothing, Rebuilds the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Quaidee accepts the call temporarily. humanity."
with men and teams.
tralized IL F. tube, which prevents
ert Hukeforlh.
System, and makes
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Hall, Mr. and He closed two years of faithful serv
1 present. A duet by Mr. and Mrs. T.
Priest's Powder for Indigestion, the oscillations In the set from pass
John
Jones
of
Dedham,
Mass.,
and
ice
at
bis
pastorate
last
Sunday.
The
Mrs.
A.
1.
Perry
and
Donald
Perry
at

NORTH APPLETON
Redder Blood
i !•’. Wadsworth v.as one of the pleasSour, Sick Stomach, Car Sickness, ing out Into the air and creating what
Mrs. Abla Clarke of Hyde Pork. Mass. tended the Odd Fellows Installation community wishes him success in the
{ant features of the service.
Tlie
The volume of
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity we call radiation.
future as in the past.
who were culled by the illness and jut Appleton Saturday evening.
the receiver is practically controlled
Buy a bottle today of that death of their mother, Mrs. Elmira
Mrs. W. G. Wood of Senrsmont is next meeting of tlie assembly will'be
The Waldoboro Public Library As 6f the Stomach.
Donald Perry who has been con
and
All druggists, 50c and $1.50. The by the small rotor in the grid end of spending a few weeks with her : Saturday evening, weather
well-known hei'bcl Tonic. Jones, returned lo their homes SiftT- fined io the house the past week with sociation held its annual meeting $1.50
size holds five (5) times as the regenoformer coil which gives daughter, Mrs. Mabel Keene ami travelling permitting, at the home of
Monday
Evening.
The
following
offi

duy.
a bad cold, returned to school Mon
the operator the usual regeneration family.
It has stood the test of
, It. A. Pitman. Mr. Davis is expected
cers were elected for the ensuing much as the 50c size.
W. E. Overlook has received his day.
This re
Priest's Regulators, the Ideal tonic In the detector circuit.
ton
Wadsworth
is
working
In
I lo lie present for the moating
Meiover fifty years.
year:
President,
E.
A.
Glidden
;
vice
Mrs. A. I. Perry has been 111 the
annui I supply of the celebrated S. T.
1..
_a
I XI,-.........
II.....,1.1 '
1,1....................
laxative for chronic constipation 25c generative action gives tremendous
Everyone hail ..a good viol.
view’ of Hie
Harold
Overlook axe-handles that are - so past week with the prevailing dis president, Maynard II. Kulm; secre and 73c. If your dealer does not amplification, the smoothness of the woods at Liberty.
eclipse
Saturday
which
was tlie
Wadsworth,
his
son
is
in
Freedom
In Liquid or Tablet*.
tary,
Ella
L.
White;
treasurer,
John
popular everywhere.
It is said that temper.
which depends largely on the perfec
event of a lifetime.
where he has employment.
T. Gay; trustees for three year term. carry them In stock have him order
At Drug Store*
S. T. las made by hand and sold
tion
and
size
of
the
grid
leak.
An

Alfred Storer, Hadley II. Kuhn; book for you or send direct to Priest Drug
Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. Barnes at
The Cross-word Club met Satur
rearly SCO axe-handles in the l*elt
other feature of this circuit that will
NORTH HAVEN
Send 10c for Trial Package to Dr J
committee, Robert L. Sheaff, Ella L. Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel post pre
tended the funeral Tuesday of tlio
three years.
Pierce’e Invalids* Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
No extra be much appreciated Is the very day evening at tlie home of Bernard
White and Maude C. Gay. The treas- paid to any address.
Refreshments were served lute Rev. Nathan Hunt in Morrill.
slight effect which the regenerative Pitman.
(• i account of the high wind filling
The oflicers of 1925 of North Haven ■ ireris report showed that $685.08 had charge—advt.
action has upon the tuned signal. In a!itl a pleasant time was enjoyed by Much sympathy is expressed for tlio
the roads full and the very cold Grange were installed Monday even been received during the year from
this respect the set works much the I the
Pco|.le.
The company fearful accident whieli has maimed
THE FIGHT
weather, it was impossible to hold ing by Miss Ethel 11. Whitmore, as which $474.$8 had been expended. The
same as the neutrodyne after the broke ranks at midnight, say mg they Mrs. Hunt for life nnd was the cause
the funeral of Mrs. Elmira Jones on sisted by Mrs. Orilla Sampson and ! librarian reported ono of the busiest
GLENMERE
of his death. The deceased was well
Pat and Mike were having a fist
feedback has once been set, and sta- 1 were coming again soon.
Friday, so it was held Saturday, Miss Ethel Dickey. The work was years since she had held her ;»ositight. Pat was landing every blow
There was a Pentecostal service known throughout Ihe State as lie
tlon
after
station
may
be
brought
in
done in a very able manner. A scal tion and that the reading tabic had
Missionary
W.
E.
Overlook
ofliciating
Bverybody had a good chance to
he aimed upon Mike’s anatomy.
and B. K. Ware funeral director. lop stew was served after the tnstal- (i,’ ^ u~d“‘ ” r“~t
and'more Tn“ see the eclipse, a clear sky and plenty without any further adjustment of Sunday evening at the home of E. was i id|Mirteiir and Slate missionary
Mike’s friend Bill stood J»y, an inter
the rotor.
laflon. On account of the dance be li, rat shown by the local teachers of smoked glass.
Interment
was
in
the
family
lot
in
M. Wadsworth with a good number for many years.
ested onlooker. Finally he shouted:
Being Very selective the set is a
ing hold in the lower union hall the i '1 pupils. About 390 new hooks
IMr. and Mrs. Charles Wiley, Mr.
“Mike ’ For the love of Pete, and the Hazorville cemetery.
Dexter and Annie Brown of Augus program was omitted.
hud been received In the library dur and Mrs. Frank Wiley. Mr. and Mrs. great distance getter and presents al
can’t yez step lay of thim?”
H. T. Crockett is seriously ill, ing the year and 5922 loaned/an in Eugene 4-imlth and Mr. and Mrs. By most unlimited range when working
■Mike blurted back:
“An do yea ta and Mi's. Annie Kilgore of Liver
caused by an ulcerated tooth.
ease of 871 over last year. Mrs. ron Davis attended the Odd Fellows properly and with good conditions
say iny of thim goin’ by?—From more Falls were here in attendance
The Thoroughfare Is full of ice and
prevailing, this being necessary with
11a L. White reported for the book Installation last week.
Everybody’s Magazine for February. at the funeral of Mrs. Elmira Jones.
the mail comes via Vlnalhaven.
committee, telling of the books pur
Miss Edith Harris has gone to any receiver for DX results.
Capt. H. F. Cooper in the launch chased with the interest from the Medfield. Mass., where she has em
A 191-type tube Is used In the first
Elston F.. went to Rockland Monday Charles C. Lilly memorial fund and ployment for the winter.
(Jl. F.) socket and three 251A's fol
with passengers from Pulpit Harbor.
A RE you proud of your biscuits? Of course you
Ith the receipts of Mrs. Brummitt's
Another 'of our older residents. low as detector and first and second
W. L. J .odd and A. WMtmore of party. Mrs. Harold R. 3mlth, chair
-**-arc! Butyou’ll be prouder still when you’ve dis
Capt. O. A. Andrews, quietly cele audio stages. •
Sarasota, Fla., have completed a man of the entertainment commit
• * • *
brated his birthday anniversary, Jan.
covered what wonderful results you’ll get with Davis
bunOalow on their lot in Braden- tee, was given a vote of thanks for
24.
My
ex-favorite,
the Superdyne, per
town. two miles from Sarasota.
Baking Powder in your favorite biscuit recipe. De
her, very efficient work during the
Wesley Wlncapaw found some haps has the advantage of slightly
George D. Beverage has returned year..' Plans were made for collecting
pretty cold weather on his trips to lietter quality which is niore than off
liciously light and fluffy, golden brown crusts and
ia an invaluable aid to Mother* when children ahow sign* of
home from Plainfield, N. J., driving membership dues and for a sign for
worm*. <j You know the symptoms: Pale face, coated tongue,
Friendship last week.
set by the simplicity In tuning in
creamy centers—every time.
through in his car to Camden.
'the library and a bulletin board.
dull eyes, itching of the noae, constipation. tJDr. True’*
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith attend the Browning-Drake. (This is men
Floyd Duncan. Frank Sampson and
Brturday comes ''North of 36” to ed the Masonic installation at Ten tioned solely aa a personal opinion
Elixir wili quickly relieve theae undesirable condition* and
The simplest menu becomes a feast when such bis
Stephen Bray are scalloping In East the Star Theatre, said toy many pic
bring back your children to renewed health and spirit*.
ant's Harbor.
and not Inferring that the Superdyne
ern Bay.
cuits are served.
tore experts to be better than "The
Darius Cook is laid up at present Is a difficult set to tune.)
Speaking
<1 Dr. True’* Elixir ia absolutely safe. Made of pure herbs of
Isa Beverage had a radio Installed Covered Wagon."
This
is
a
true
His son Everett of the Uuperdyne 1 can say that 1
And why not try this recipe for biscuits? And don’t
finest quality, it clear* as it cleanses the entire digestive
recently by I^oti Thomas of Boston. soreen play of pioneer days and of the with a broken rib.
tract. In successful use for seventy-five years.
forget to write the Domestic Science Department of
The Sisterhood have their Instal first cattle <J*ive out of Texas led by from Thomaston has been with him know of no set today that gives more
faithful production of real music
lation tomorrow night and a dance a girl through the wild, unexplored for a few days.
the R. B. Davis Co., Hoboken, N. J., for free book
than the Superdyne.
Thursday night in the K. of P. hail, country to the north. The featured
• • • •
let of delightful Maine recipesmusic by the 3 F’s.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
player* are Jack Holt, Ernest Tor
1 hope the readers of tills column
Friday evening there will be a
ranee, Ixiis Wilson and Noah Been'
MAINE BISCUITS
and worm expeller
whist party in Library hall for the Tcu know what that means—finished
Hiram Labe has bought a Ford se .will get Interested in this new set,
2 cups sifted flour
2 to 4 tablespoons shortening
the Browning-Drake. The National
benefit of the Junior Class In High
dan
of
F.
A.‘Scott.
cting
in
every
detail.
The
picture,
Family size $1.20; other sizes 60c. and 4ftc.
School.
4 teaspoons Davis
?.j cup milk or milk tnd
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons spent Company of Boston manufacture the
the cast, the theme, the scenes are
Baking Powder
regenoformer kits which come com
water mixed
gigantic and thrilling. You should Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Amos
S
4
teaspoon
salt
plete with colls nnd condensers al
Achorn at the village.
not miss ‘‘North of 36."
These may he ob
Fllmore Gilmore has sold Ills farm ready to mount.
When a "quart measure batch" is desired, simply double the above
recipe.
to Ansor. Ludwig and has taken up tained by order from any of the deal
APPLETON RIDGE
Mix and sift the flour, baking powder and salt. Cut in the shortening
his residence at the home of Sylva- ers.
until the mixture has the appearance of coarse inoal. Add liquid, mixnus Borneman.
Mr. Gilmore is in
ing
lightly, turn onto floured board, pat and turn only enough to make
Superintendents Mattherson and failing health.
There has been several inquiries
the mass hold together. Roll lightly to one inch thickness, shape with
Barnes visited school recently.
All autos have disappeared from the pa.'-t few weeks regarding the
cutter and place close together in a dripping pun and bake in het oven
Mrs. Agnes Hart and little son of the roads and the horso-druwn Greene Concert Selector. Personally
(450o-500° F.) for about 15 minutes.
Ilype were Sunday callers at Albert conveyance has come into its own ] atn not in the least ac<juainted with
The biscuits will break apart more easily if the rides are brushed with
Faller's.
either the circuit or the performance
again.
melted lard, and the crust will be a more golden brown if the tops of
The roads were so filled with snow
Will any
Allle Wallace shipped a veal calf to of this popular receiver.
the biscuits are brushed with melted butter.
that Johnnie couldn’t get over the Boston the past week which weighed readers who have one of these sets
ltidge with the mall Friday and Sat 104 pounds.
please write to the radio editor and
urday.
Clyde Brown of Friendship Was at tell of their results with this receiver
Sir. and Mrs. Harry Stanley and Austin Winchenbaugh's Thursday.
that has become so popular through
Mra. Hazel Perry attended the East
Wesley Wlnchenbacli of St. George its designer Lloyd C. Green, radio ed
ern Star Installation at Searsmont ■epresentlng the Zanol Co. was in itor of the Boston Globe.
Thursday evening.
this place Thursday.
Mrs. Callie Fuller and son Hayden
POSED AS REPUBLICAN
were at Sloody Mountain Thursday
to see her ulster, Mrs. Sara Bryant,
But Senator Brookhart of Iowa Has
who has been very ill.
Difficulty Putting It Over.
Dr. Plumer of Union was up this
way recently with the first snowmo
The Republican parly of Iowa
bile seen In thl3 section.
through the Ftatc central committee1
R. D. Perry made a business trip to
has officially repudiated
United
Camden Monday and spent Mtonday
States Senator Smith W, Brookhart
night with his sister In Rockport.
and moved to have the seat to which '
The Willing Workers met Jan. 25
he was elected as a Republican can
with Mrs. Lottie Wentworth at the
didate, last November, be declared
village w th a good number present. Bangor Man Suffered Tor vacant on grounds of alleged fraud
Cake, cocoa and apples were served
EVERY INRREDIENT OFFICIALLY APPROVED BY U. S. FOOD AUTMORITIEB
ture With Rheumatism and deceit.
and a fine time reported.
The committee charging that Sen
For
Ten
Years.
Friday was such a rough day that
ator Brookhart, prior to the Novem
there was no school.
ber election, posed as a Republican
KARNAK BRINGS RELIEF until it was too late for the commit
tee to pick out another candidate,
LINCOLNVILLE
then aligned himself with the LaThere
’
s
Certainly
Some

Follette movement, denounced Ihe
Schools In town close Friday for
thing About This New Republican National ticket and di
Ihe winter vacation.
vorced himself from the Republican
The eclipse has been the subject of
Medicine That Does the party,
thereby deceiving the electors
conversation the past week.
Millions of Chicks come to life in a QUEEN
of Iowa.
Work.”
Owing to the severe cold Weather
and snow drifts the malls have not
'Die QUEEN makes batching a pleasure. The
Such statements as the following TAX-EXEMPT BOND COMMUNI
made regular time.
QUEEN is simple; easily operated; provides abun
Miss Florence Drlnkv.ater has gone from Mr. Harry E. Messer, 469 Main
TIES DEAO
lo Rockland where she has employ street, Bangor. Me., should appeal to
dant, even beat and moisture: baa self supporting
the thousands of Maine and New
ment.
A dollar spent in building up a id
trays: is perfectly insulated: made in 6izc3 85 to
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ visited in Hampshire people who suffer from eal industry—a factory, a specialized
2000
egg capacity. On the market for years: tried
Ciimden Sunday, guests of Mr. and the same troubles.
crop, a big utility—pays more than a
and true: MAXIMUM results are attained
"If anyone had swern to me until dollar Invested in a tax-dodging
Mrs. Roy Allen.
Mr. and Mra. R. S. KuighJ enter they were black In the face 1 public security. The industrial in
The dealer in your vicinity who sells the QUEEN
tained at auction on Saturday even wouldn't have believed it possible for vestment pays its interest, it builds
is a friend of yours. Look him up! Ask fora
ing.
Ice cream, cake, fancy cook any medicine to have done what this up local iKtyrolls and general pros
QUEEN catalog — or write for same — also for
Karnak has done for me. Why. it perity. and It makes your dollar ex
ies and confectionery were served.
our 1925 catalog.
(12S)
Miss Mildred Fernald of Portland has relieved me completely of a bad press your community confidence
Is a guest of her aunts at Drake's case of rheumatism from which I hud and pride. Too many communities
Kendall
&
Whitney
Est.
1853
Portland,
Maine
been suffering for ten years and register only as "It'' because the
Corner.
-Miss Vesta Dickey, a student of which nothing else would even help. people do not build personality and
Belfast High School, was at home for I suffered torture day and night. My faith into their own outstanding In
knuckles were swollen twice their dustries.
the weekend,
They are below all
The dances at Community hall normal size and my hands were so
every Saturday evening are still pop stiff I couldn't close them tight. This
rheumatism ran up through my arms,
ular and having a good patronage.
Among the successful gunners who was in both my legs, and my muscles
recently shot a fox were Russell Car just seemed tied up in knots. Bharp
ver, Will McCobb, Will Young and pains would shoot through my body
Dana-Spaulding.
Who Is the next? at every move, and it was with the
on the Famous
You can always feel sure of getting the
greatest effort that I kept on the Job.
1 was also a sufferer from indigestion
BEST
Fruits and Berries when you buy
SOUTH HOPE
and bloating, was terribly nervous
and weak, and Just felt miserable
•
•
l,ev* B. Mink
all over.
On January 16 occurred the death
"You can Just imagine how sur
(-.)
of Mrs. Love (Bowley) Mink, aged 83 prised I was when this Karnak not
years, after a few months Illness only set my stomach right, but made
Mrs. Mink was a life-time resident of a clean sweep of her rheumatism as
(«■»)
this place highly respected and be well. The swelling, soreness and pain
loved by all her neighbors and in her has left me entirely, and I am like
death everyone has lost a friend. She a new man ail over. I don't know
Freight and Tax Extra
is survived by two sons. All of Bel what it is, but there is something
fast and Albee who lived with his about Karnak that certainly does the
mother and faithfully administered to work."
her during her declining years; three
Try Karnak yourself!
And. re
grandchildren and several
great member—Karnak Pills are an essen
Every care is taken that they shall be absolutely
grandchildren.
Funeral
services tial and vitally important part of the
fresh and of the very finest select quality
were held at her home. Rev. O. W. Karnak treatment, especially if con
CANNEDfc0Ql>S
Stuart of Rockland ofliciating. There stipated.
were many beautiful floral offerings
K»rnak is sold In Rockland exclu
The pall bearers were: A. L. Eaancy sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS
710-712
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 896.
W. L. Taylor, Lester Chandler and Thomaaton by McDonald's Rexall
llalver Hart.
The remains were Store: in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
placed in the receiving tomb at Union Co.; and . by, the leading druggist in
awaiting burial at East Union.
every town.

Cry For

DR.

’S

GOLDEN MEDICAL
DISCOVERY

y Those Famous Maine Biscuits!

Dr.Trues Elixir

s

I

The True Family Laxative

z

I
I

“World’s
Greatest Buy”

z

Everyone Says It—Sales Prove It

Hudson Leads Because
It gives greatest value for the
money. It undersells.all rivals be
cause the world’s largest volume of
six-cylinder closed cars gives greater
cost advantages.

s

Bake it BEST with

I

AVIS

VIUSCLES TIED
INKNQTSSAYS
HARRY MESSER

BAKING
POWDER

5

/

Its motor is the famous Super-Six
which Hudson patented and exclu
sively holds.

Comparison further shows what
everybody says and what sales
prove.

Note These Prices
comparison

git IL JUL ALJQi Jt If TH

HUDSON
Super-Six

COACH
SEDAN
SEDAN

*1545
*1795
*1895

DESSERTS

SNOW-HOBSON COMPANY, INC!

n

Rockland

Page Six

Every Other Day
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In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

V

“The White Panther,” a thrilling
tale of India—rich in wild mountain
ous scenery, with a splendid cast
which includes “Boomerang,” the
wonder horse, and a two ■'Teel Sennett comedy—‘‘Her Torpedoed Love,”
is the Friday night picture program
at Watts hall
'Ralph Wyllie who furnishes milk
to Thomaston patrons reports his
well as having only two feet of water
in it. This presents a serious prob
lem to Mr. Wyllie who has 14 ani
mals to water.
The Lincoln Baptist •Association
should put it in their records that
their quarterly mid-winter meeting
at Thomaston was not held in a snow
storm. A clear crisp air which gave
tune to the body and keenness to the
mind greeted the delegates as they
emerged from their homes for the
meeting.
A fairly good number
from the trolley towns and city were
in attendance.
The meetings were
very interesting.
The sermons and
remarks were helpful and inspiring.
Rev. O. \Y. Stuart’s exposition of the
Epistle to the Ephesians was an able
and masterful presentation of doc
trinal truth.
The devotional meet
ings were well handled.
The local
church served dinner and, supper.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Congrega
tional church will meet al thc vestry
Tuesday at 2.30 o’clock.
Supper
will be served at C o’clock.
(’apt. John Brown has gone South
for some weeks.
Mrs. Helen Bryant has returned
from Portland.
Mrs. Kilborn entertained 27 mem
bers of the Beta Alpha Society Mon
day evening’and made a fine hostess.
Mrs. Cora Austin of Rockport spent
Wednesday in town.
Mrs. 11. C. Allen has recently re
turned from a visit to her son in
Rockland.
Miss Ellen Morton is among the
sick ones.
Mrs. Alma Newhall is
caring for her.
Capt. Russell Gray of Battery F.,
Co. J I. 1>.. has issued an invitation to
the business men and others of the
town to meet Brigadier General J.
W. Hanson, Adjutant General of the j
State, at the Armory* this evening to
talk o\er matters relating to Battery
F.

A letter from Mrs. E. Marie Singer
contains th° good news that her son
John is now able to walk and the
j rospect is that he will be free from
limping.
The sudden death of pneumonia of
Mrs. George Morse was announced
last night.
There will be no meeting at the
Baptist church this evening.
The gathering at the Baptist vestry
Sunday evening will be a song ser
vice. Those old hymns will be sung
that have won many souls into the
kingdom.
Basketball at T. H. S. Gym Wed
nesday evening resulted: Grammar
School 10. T. H. S. S; Flanagans 10,
Sophomores, 9; Locals SO, Rockport 6.

Did you know that I am opening a Shop
Unique at my home, 21 Main St., Thomaston,
on February 5th.

12-13

That's an old proverb, but the
application is right up to ''ate.
We're driving out all odd lots
now by marking them down.

Cordially yours,

That clears the decks and puts
money in the till to help pay for

RUBY CARTER PEABODY.

new goeds.
We all profit !

Original ideas carried out.

Overcoats that were $25; now
$18.75.

Unusual gifts ordered for you.

3 Long Blanket Lined Coats
that were $10.C0; now $6.75.

13-15

5 Short Length Blanket Lined
Coats that were $6.00; now $3.75.
19 Pajamas priced from $2.50 to
$4.50; now $1.95.

PHIL. GOLDSTONE Presents

10 Boys' White Cotton Night
Robes, priced at $1.00: now 59c.

“THE WHITE PANTHER”

11 Boys' Outing Pajamas that
were $1.50; now 98c.

A Thrilling Tale of India, with

And a Splendid Cast. Including

20 Children's One-piece Pajamas
with feet, that ^ere $2.00; now
$1 39.

“BOOMERANG” the WONDER HORSE

4 White stiff bosom Dress Shirts,
size 14-161/,; now 59c.

REX (SNOWY) BAKER

Rich in Wild Mountainous Scene-y, Colorful in Action a/id Story
with a SENNET TWO-REEL COMEDY

“HER TORPEDOED LOVE”

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

45 Main St.,

CAMDEN

Team No. 1 bowled in a slump at
the Star alleys Tuesday night, with
the result that Team No. 4 bettered
its standing in the City I.eague. .The
pins were not falling in an especially
lively manner, as shown by the.fact
that Jacobs was high line w iWl 464.
The score:

$ 100 reward will be paid

for information that will

lead to the arrest and con
viction of the person or
persons who recently broke
into and entered the resi

dence of Clifford Smith at

Glencove on W arrenton
Street, in the Town of
Rockport.

R. E. THURSTON
Sheriff of Knox County
10-tf

Islands, Ninth Corps Area. 15th In
fantry Band, China U. S. N. A.,
Band, West Point. N. Y.. Field Artil
lery. ami Service Detachment. West
Point. N. Y.. 3rd Cavalry and 7th
Field Artillery. Fort Ethan Allen. Vt.,
5th Infantry, Portland Harbor, 15th
Infantry. Boston Harbor, 8th Ord
nance
Co..
Watertown
Arsenal,
Watertown, Recruiting Service. First
Corps Area. Coast Artillery. Fort
Adams. R. L. and Fort H. G. Wright,
N. V. Bandsmen are also needed for
various bands throughout the First
Corps Area. Any information which
is des.red with regard to enlistment
in the Army will be readily supplied
at the local recruiting station at the
PostofTice.

1-2 Price Sale! 1-2 Price Sale!
EVERYTHING TO BE SOLD AT

HALF-PRICE
Stock consists of

10*12

SHOES,
BOYS WANTED
For Military Band School Instruc
tion on the following instruments:
Bass, Trombone, Baritone, Alto,
Cornet, Trumpet, Saxaphone and
Clarinet. Terms on application.
Telephone 187-4 or write for ap

pointment with

H. E. KIRKPATRICK
THOMASTON, ME.
9-11

j
I

|
j

Team No. 1

REWARD

clothing: rubber goods,

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS, ARMY AND
NAVY GOODS

ROCKLAND CLOTHING CO.
266 MAIN ST., COR. MYRTLE, ROCKLAND
13-tf

Phillips ... ... 79 76 80 x».. 93
Milne ...... ... so 70 89 76 SS
Peters .... ... 90 80 90 79 871
Powers ......... RH 101 102 77 S3
93 101 81 87 82
Stgvens ...
— —
Totals . ... 430 428 442 40J 02

— — —

Team No. 4

Thomas .......
Sprague .. ....
Jacobs .... ....
Harding .. ....
Sullivan .. ....

Wanted
WANTED—SALESMAN to solicit orders for

(lubricating oils, greases and paints.
Sal■ arv or commission.
Address THE HARVEY
i OIL CO., Cleveland. Ohio._______________13*lt
I WANTED—AVE WANT A REPREBENTA
, TIVE In this Urrttory, to look after our busi
ness.
Spare or full time
Get estab'lshed
in a good paying business.
Write OAKLAND
Nl'KSJCRlEQ, Manchester. Conn . for full par
ticulars
13-15
RELIABLE

,

X8 89 104 93 78
78 82 78 90 87
1"! •>« 103]
89
85
77 90’ 429
84 89 89 108 84
—
— —
Totals .... 424 435 459 454 442
• • » •
On the same night Schofiekl
s Stars
I
chofield's
blighted the hopes of Pete’s Poppies.* I
Miss Pease led the feminine fprce$.
The score:
Pete's Poppies
Norcross ........... 83 96 88 97 364
Mrs. Record ..... 69 72 71 70 28”
Mrs. O’Brien .... 31 60 70 52 213
Peterson
....... 77 71 100 88 326
— — — — —
260 299 329 307 1195
Schofield's Stars
Schofield .......... . 87 73 09 72 301
Mrs. Norcrosg . . 02 73 81 75 291
Miss Pease ........... 79 75 77 74 305
O'Brien ............ . 74 98 76 77 325

M
•ill <
— —

302 319 303 298 1222

STRAND THEATRE
There are some notable stars in
tqjlay's feature picture, “Missine
Daughters."
You Hill so agree if
you saw Eva Xovak in "The Man
Life Passed By;" Eileen Percy in
"Within the Law;" Pauline Starke
in “My Wild Irish Itose:" and Shel
don Lewis in "The Sterner Sex.”
There's a great moral in this pic
ture.
Manager Dondis has made a tenstrike for Friday and Saturday by
signing up Buster Keaton in that
great comedy hit. “The Navigator.”
"The Xavigator" tells the story of
Rollo Treadway, a rich, spoiled youth
who one day decides to get married.
Buster, as Kollo, calls on ihe lady of
his dreams, Betsy O'Brien, played by
Kathryn McGuire, who appeared in
thc star's last picture, “Sherlock, Jr."
She refuses him. to his great sur
prise, believing him to be a weakling.
Buster then decides to go on the
honeymoon trip alone, since he has
already Isnight the steamship tickets.
He arrives on the liner, finds thc
stateroom himself and goes to sleep.
The trouble Is he's on the wrong ship
—it is a liner Betty's lather has sold
to a foreign government.
Secret
agents of i revolting party in that
country I. »« contrived to set the
ship adrlfi to prevent ammunition
from being sent out.
Betsy takes
her father duUn to the dock so he
can get some papers on the boat be
fore it is taken over. He is waylaid
by the foreigners, and hound and
gagged, hul not before he has called
for lielj).
Betsy hears him and runs
to the Xavigator.
She is no sooner
oil hoard than the agents cut the
ropes and the iiig ship (louts out to
sea. with she and Buster the only
occupants.
Then follow a series of
adventures that are side-splitting,
with Buster trying to run the'450foot liner, and with Betsy learning
that she has misjudged the man who
asked her hand.
“Six reels of pure
joy" is what they say of "The Xavi
gator."—adv.

In this part of the country drunk
enness is less frequent than before
Prohibition and crimes resulting
from intoxication have greatly di
minished.—A. N. Holcombe. Harvard
University.

1 lb. boxes of Codfish, each................ 20c
Fig Bars, lb. . . ..’. 18c; 3 lbs............ 50c

Potatoes, peck .... 25c; bushel .... 85c
Onions, 6 lbs...........................................25c
Turnips, lb............ 2c; bushel........... 75c
Cranberries, qt. ... 20c; 2 qts. . . . 35c
Apples, peck............................. 25c, 30c
Yellow Eye Beans, qt. . ,^2c; peck .. 1.55; Beets, 10 lbs......................................... 25c
Pea Beans, qt.......... 20c; peck .... 1.45 j Cabbage, lb................................................4c
Kidney Beans, qt. ... 18c; peck . . . 1.35 Parsnips, 3 lbs........................................ 25c
Cranberry Beans, qt. . . 18c; peck . . 1.35
Whole Green Peas, qt. 20c; peck 1.50 Oranges, dozen.................................... 35c
Cleveland’s Split Peas, pkg............... 20c Grape Fruit, 3 for............................. 25c
Gorton's Fish Cakes, can 15c; 2 cans 25c Pop Corn, lib.......... 10c; 3 lbs............. 25c
Three Minute Oats, large pkg.......... 25c Toilet Soap, 3 cakes.................... «-U. 25c
New Dates, lb.......... 15c; 2 lbs. . .
25c
12 cakes in box, each...................... 90c
Prunes, 3 lbs......................................... 25c Brooms, each.......................................... 69c
Seeded or Seedless Raisins, pkg. . . 12c Large Galv, Tubs, each........................ 90c
6 packages........................................ 85c 12 qt. Galv. Pails, each...................... 35c
Currants, pkg. ..17c. Citron, lb. ..55c 6 qt. Kettles, each............................. 50c
New Walnuts, lb. .. 35c; 3 lbs. ..LOO 8 qt. Kettles .......................................... 60c
Pan Cake Hour, pkg. 15c;2 pkgs. 25c Clothes Lines, 50 feet, each............... 40c
Shredded Wheat, pkg......................... 11c Clothes Pins, 6 dozen........................... 25c
Corn Flakes, pkg.................................. 10c 5 Gallon Oil Cans, each...................... 90c
Matches, 6 boxes in pkg. each........... 35c . Snow Shovels, each........................... 50c
Shredded Cocoanut, pkg. 15c; 2 pkgs. 28c Kleanall, can...........................
’ 19c
Excelsior Coffee, lb............................... 48c < Sunbrite Cleaner’, 3 cans .
. 5c
White House Coffee, lb.................... 50c Rinso, large pkg.................................... 20c
Fresh Roasted Coffee, lb................... 45c Magic Water, bottle........................... 25c
Formosa Oolong Tea, lb. 35c; 3 lbs. LOO Potash or Lye, can . . I 5c; 2 cans . , 25c
Mince Meat, lb........................................ 30c
2 lb. pkg. Cocoa, each........................ 25c
Marshmallows, lb. . . . 35c; 3 lbs, ... 1.00
Bulk Cocoa, 3 lbs..................................25c
Bon Bons. lb............. ............................. 30c
Whole Rice, lb. .. 10c; 3 lbs. .. 25c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 pkgs.............. 25c Baker’s Cocoa, half lb. can
19c
Campbell 8 I omato Soup, can........... 10c Baker’s Chocolate, half lb. cake .... 18c
3 cans ................................... . 25c
Evaporated Milk, can 10c; 6 cans 55c Corn Cakes, dozen . . 10c; 3 dozen . .25c
Del Monte Peaches, can ................ 25c Lime Juice, bottle . . 1 5c; 2 bottles . .25c
Salmon, Alaska Red, can . ................ 25c Ginger Ale, large bot. each 10c; 3 for 25c
Salmon, pink, can . . 15c; 2 cans . . 28c Orange Marmalade, jar 15c; 2 jars 25c
Sliced Pineapple, can 35c; 3 cans LOO Cassia, Pepper, Ginger, Allspice, per
Grated Pineapple, can.................... * . 25c
pkg.............. 10c; 3 pkgs..................... 25c
Karo, Blue Label, can ................ 12’/2C Mustard, and Nutmeg, can 15c; 2 for 25c
Spinach, can .... 25c; 3 cans .... 70c Davis Baking Powder, '12 oz. can . . 20c
Pears, can............................................ 25c Pure Apple Jelly, jar 15c; 2 jars for 25c
Tomatoes, can .... 18c; 3 cans .... 50c Quart Jars Olives, plain, each........... 60c
String Beans, 2 cans........................ 25c Post Bran Flakes, pkg......................... lie

ALL

ORDERS GIVEN

WITH

GOOD

REFER

WANTED 2 men to take over established
I Stales route and call on < ustoniers in WlsI (‘asset, Wald»4>orn. Damariscotta; Boolhbn.V
and Bath.
Write F. care COC1UER-GA
I ZETT E._____________
_____ 13-15

‘

Finnan Haddies, lb............................ 4 8c
Salt Herring, lb..................................... 10c
Salt Mackerel, lb.................................. 1 5c
Salt Tongues andSounds, lb............. 15c
Slack Salted Pollock, lb.......................... 10c
Cod Bits, 3 lbs.......................................... 25c
Bloaters, 6 for........................................ 25c

MAN

E.\'( ES witli, or without sa’ea cxper'l nee.
(Married preferred), e.ut make profitable con
nection with us.
Write F for interview.
I Care 4XH RIER tiAZETTE
13 15
WANTED—A 24o or 3<>.l-cgg capacity inIcuhator, either Buffalo or Buckeye.
F. M
TURNER. Thonawton.
Tel. 26 II
13 15

------------------------------------------------- —---------------- Small Lamp Burners, ... 5c; 6 tor ... 23c

WITH THE BOWLERS

in |
of

CAREFULLY

50c ,nstant Postum- 8ma11 ’ ’20c; lar«e ’ ’39c
Collins’ Hulled Corn, pkg. 1 5c; 2 pkg. 25c
NutOleo, lb.......... 25c; 5 lbs............ $1.20
Pt. jars Cherries • • . 50c; qt. jars . . .90c
Cheese, full cream, lb.......................... /30c
Cream Tartar Compound, lb............ 20c
Pimento or Young American Cheese 40c
101b. can........................................ 1.75
Eggs- fresh westerns, dozen...............55c
......... 25c
Sauer Kraut, lb. ... 10c; 3 lbs. ... 25c 5c Bars of Caqdy, 10 for
&7pXib.'“'. l.'.'L/.'"’.:::
pk8n;..............

HARRY CAREY in “FLAMING FORTIES’

Mrs. Sue Crawford of Boston
town, called here by the death
Charles A. Wilson.

FILLED

CreamTryBut t'er’, lb.

NEXT WEEK

Thomaston

TEL. 52-11

Frocks;

Gregory’s

ELSTON LUCE
Graduate of Hawley School of
Engineering
Electrical Work of All Kinds.
Cleaners and Irons Repaired.

Work

r
Other edd lots will be added dur
ing the week.

GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., JAN. 31

The Seabright Mill is closed for
Basketball tomorrow night—Thom two weeks during the installation of!
aston vs. Rockland, Arcade. First lectric motors.
Mrs. R. L. Holmes who has been
league game.—adv.
he guest of Mrs. Frank Robinson at
the home of Mrs. E. E. Rokes, has
BUDDIES DINED
eturned to her home in Boston.
Sunday, Jan. 23, Mabel Marcello
Knox and Lincoln Confer of Rockiport and Jesse Harriman of
Camden were united in marriage in
ence of ex-Service Men At (jckland by Rev. J. A. Flynn.
Mildred Lermond and Allan MorLegion Hall.
n both of Camden, were united in
marriage Friday by Rev. R. H. Hay
Kx-service men of Knox and Lin den.
coln Counties held a district con
Mrs. Henry L. Maker, who has been
vention and reunion at the home of
Knox Hospital for treatment, has
Winslow-Holbrook Post last night returned -home.
and were put in a cheerful frame of
.Mrs. Frank Newton has returned
mind by the nice supper which was from Silsby Hospital where she was
served by the Auxiliary to that Post.
cently operated upon and is con
Thc Knox County
Posts
repre valescing at her hom^
on Spring
sented were Rockland, Thomaston street.
and Camden.
Traveling conditions
A. W. Tobin of Dorchester and
prevented anybody coming from a Charles Tobin of Medford are in
distance, except those who lived on town for a few days, called here by
the line of tiie railroad.
Lincoln the death of E. Frank Knowlton.
County had two representatives—
A peculiar accident occurred early
Linwood II. Pierce and Ralph F. Tuesday morning. Leon Burton who
Reed, commander and adjutant, re drives the Camden-Belfast stage and
spectively of Richard R. Wells Post lives at Lincolnville Beach, har
of Damariscotta.
nessed his horse ar.d returning to
Col. Walter il. Butler acted as the h< use on an errand left thc rig
toastmaster at last night's banquet, standing. When !he returned ‘the
and the 60 guests found him admir te nn had disappeared and investi
ably suited to that task, with a fund gation showed that the horse had
of apropos anecdotes.
The prin become frightened and had run out
cipal speakers were James L. Boyle to Stevens Pond about three miles
of Waterville. State Adjutant, James where a crew had been at wart cut
Lappin. State auditor; Malcolm Stod ting ice. The thin ice broke thr nigh
dard of thc Veterans’ Bureau. Port and the horse was drowned.
land: and Mayor Carlton F. Snow.
■Mayor Snow fittingly offered the
NO MORE TO HAWAII
city’s welcome.
The purpose of the convention was Bi
Enlistments Still Open For
to augment interest in the order, to
Philippines
And
Other
Warm
increase the membership, and to re
Climes.
organize the Camdjpn and Thomas
ton Posts on a sounder basis.
Instructions have been received at
Department Commander
Albert the local Army Recruiting Office, to
1’elliveau of Rumford was here in thc discontinue enlistments for Hawaii
afternoon uhid attended an informal and Infantry. China. This still leaves
meeting at. the Thorndike Hotel.
vacancies to he filled for l>laili,.,»ine

ELECTRICIAN

3 Heavy Wool
now $2.65.

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRL, JAN. 30

I

MAIL ORDERS

Advertisements in this column not |o‘
' exceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
I cents each for one time, 1» cents 3 times.
V
Six words make a line.

WANTED—Cash Registers in any condition.
| MAX BKLSS. Waldoboro. Me
I Tb*l4

WANTED—Tapable woman pastry cook
I would like position, reivtutirant preferred.
I Addrestt PASTRY COOK, care Cxmrlcr-GaJzette
12 14
WANTED—-'Painting and Paperlianging. We
I are prepared to do any work in
the
I painting or papering line
Satisfaction
guaranteed
JOHN A. KARL X CO. 16
| Park Place, Tel. 715 W, Rockland.
12-14

WANTED—A good borne for two half
I grown tiger kittens, clean, healthy and beau
tifully marked.
MISS ADELAIDE PRI.Nt’E.

I Camden.

12-14

A T SMITH, tin- nurM’
I is still staying at Mrs Leo's, Gurdy St., twul
I is ready to take cases
TEL. 422-1.
11-13
NURSING—MRS

WANTED—Salesman, attractive litie, re
newals each year, big commissions. ,Apply
I by lettrr in own bandwritiug for amioifltmenr
•B<>X 11 ’ <x)rKIEB <;AXettk
_______ 1-* N
WANTED—Man to work on farm. MRS.
1.1 W ANDERSON, West Mendow Road.
Tel.
I 4.72-1_____
11*13

.

FOR SALE —Nearly new White Rotary sew-

| ing machine.
MRS. KIRK, Brun wick Apts.
1 _____________________ ______________ 13-It
FOR SALE—Dry'liard fitted wood delivered
|8’5 .-on!
< IIARLKS I1KLIN, KokvlHe.

| Tel. 352 21.__________________________ 13 21
FOR SALE—Two sets of sleds, one suPable
, for pair of horses, with p«ile to go with it.
Price rea.s<r.»ah'e.
F W. FLETCHER. 26
I ^Ik’F Yh‘w St.______________________ 12-14
FOR SALE—New traverse runner pung: 1
I horse sled; I Airedale pup and 2 rabbit dog
I pups, elgiit weeks ohl
* Will trade for
pullets
(’. (,. ERICKSON. Box !»K. R. D 1,
I Warren. Me
12-14
FOR SALE Light driving harness new
| never on a horse.
S. B. HASKELL, (’'am
id en
Tri 23H-11 Camden or Tel. 2XM-W t
i.» If
.» •
Roekkind ,
12
FOR SALE—Boy’s sheep lined coat, size 12
• 14 years, never worn. ?5
ROY RO| LAND, Lime Co. Store
11*13

FOR SALE—Player Piano Q R. S. music
J rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
.inly 25 cents each V F. STl’DLKY, INC.
I Music Department.

iiaf

FOR SALE—Village farm. 65 acres,

lb
I room house, furnace heat, garage, ice house,
cistern, firewood and timber, near school and
church
Terms
ORRIN J. DICKEY, BrJ|rfast. Maine
5-13

FOR SALE—Double tenement home at 5
| Lisle St.
Apply to MRS. F H SANBORN.
| 86 Plea«mnt_St. Tel 903- W
5-1 f
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt
I Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights
AR
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
_______________________________________ btf
FOR SALE—3 second hand upright pb
I anos; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
music cabinet; 1 .Victor; 1 fiat back man| dolln.
V F. STUDLEY INC.. Music Dept
t_________________________________ Utf

FOR SALE—9 room nouse; hot water heat,

I cement cellar; nunkrn Improvements; large
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
I M I* I.I IIMA . 3 Park St . C.iin.ksi.
1 :f
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and In junks,
quick
delivery
Tel. 169 4 Thomaston
or write R J. COG AN, Thomaston, Maine.
150*16
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana
bed room set. Including mattress and spring.
Best quality of used modern furniture which
we will sell or exchange for antique furni
ture. COBB A DAVIS
145 tf

PROMPT ATTENTION—TEL. 316.

FREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

FOR

SALE—House

at

Atlantic,

(Swan’a I

Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
location close by shore.
Garage and out*
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
of land. Fine place for summer home. At
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGE, At
lantic. Me

Miscellaneous
SOME HIGH SCHOOL GIRL ran arrurr .4

good hunu- and partial board by staying nights
with a Northern! woman
Apply MRS
GLADYS DUNCAN, Turner Center Store, City,
________________________ 13*15
BUY CONCORD YARNS direct from manu

facturer at a big saving.
Spun from long
combed wool.
Write for free samples, many
beautiful shades and heather mixtures
per 4 oz. skein
$2 06 per lb. Postage paid
on all orders. CONCORD WORSTED MILLS,
W. Concord, N. H.
z
7-Th 16
HARD WOOD—Now is the time to order
.votir bard wood; $10 cord delivered.
Good
full measure.
L. B. SMITH, South Thoniaston
Tel, 598-M
13-13
NOTICE—After this date I shall pay no bills
eonDa<ted In my naiiK- unless the same are
approved bv me in person.
CHARLES A.
MITCHELL, Rockland. Jan. 27. 1925
13*15
MAM MOTH" HYACINTHS in bud
C~M\
THOMAS. Maverick Sq.__ Tel. 225-M. 12-1 J

RADIO

BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 we will

pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
liver yours back to you tally charged.
HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC . Rockland.
Tel.
721-M
Exide Service Station.
12-tf

$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
Hem.
Booklet free li-:ing this and old ma
terial wanted broadsides, pamphlets, stamps,
prints, etc
G A JACKSON. 165 6 Pern-A
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*21 r
IF YOU WANT a good job done in Automo
bile painting come to STEVENS' Paint
Rooms Work done by Ulmer A Stevens.
Used ears for sale at your own price.
STE
VENS GARAGE, 57 Pacific St
Tel. 563-R.
11*13

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot eilR«.
covered buttons, platting PHYLUM TOLMAN MOKSK. 3.-,9 M.ilu St Tel. 968 M
______________________________________ tjf

TRUCKING. MOVING ANO
EhRANDS
done promptly.
Co anywhere
C. O HAR41MN.___ Tel. 1M M or ( jo I
l if
LADIES—Retlatde stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 3:6 Main St
Mail
orders solicited
HELEN C. RHODES

UNION

and whist were* enjoyed and refresh
ROCKPORT
ments were served.
,
Mr. and Mrs. A. I*. Allen spent Sun
At the Congregational church next day wilh Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drake
Mr. anil Mrs. Charles Berry interSunday morning the pastor's subject ’of Camden.
tained Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry
will he '‘Life's Supreme luick.” Serv
.mid Mrs. Emetine Abbott of Bangor
ice at 10.30 and Sunday school at 12. i
iTuesday at 6 o'clock dinner.
LEGINSKA MISSING
Cniion service tn the evening at 7'
Mrs. Lena York and son Foster
o’clock, which will he a service of
song and a short address by the pas World Famous Pianist Who Appear have gone to Boston to spend the re
mainder of the winter.
tor on the subject “O Ye of Lillie
ed in Rockland Gives Concern.
Mrs. H. L. Withee left Tliesday
Faith.”
morning for Boston called hy the ill
Ethel Leginska, world famous pia ness of Mr. Withee who is nt the
HOPE
nist, ('(inductor and composer, is the Massachusetts General Hospital for
center of an intensive search begun , treatment.
A regular meeting of Hope Grange Monday after her friend^ became
Mrs. Annie Gardiner slipped on the
will be held Saturday evening.
Ice alarmed when she failed to appear at
ice recently and fractured a bone in
cream and cake will be on sale.
a scheduled concert at Carnegie
Mrs. Adella Coding has returned to Hall, where a large audience await her left wrist.
Mrs. Hmeline Abbott who has been
Rockport where she will spend the ed her. So deep was concern over
rest of the winter with her sister, her disappearance that police were the guest of her sister, Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
requested to send out a general Berry, 'returned Wednesday hv her
home in Bangor.
A flock of juneos and bluebirds alarm.
were seen in Everett llobb’s field last
Friday is the day of the fair and
Miss Leginska’s disappearance was
w eek.
reported hy her secretary Misn Lu- supper to he given at the Baptist
l.Mr. and Mrs. Richard Weaver mo rile Oliver \^ho said that
'
while she vestry by the Senior class. II. II. S.
tored from Camden Sunday and spent had gone to rail a taxxicab the noted
the day with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer pianist left her home unescorted.
True.
She advanced the theory that Miss
A pleasant evening was spent at Leginska became impatient at wait
the home of Clifton Robbins lately ing f-or the brkiCz h and had gone »ft
LOST—Tire chain 32x114.
TRAINERS
by a party ol' young people. Games in a lit of absent mindedness.
BAKERY.
13*13

a----------------------------

I2L
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672 R does all kinds of
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
■ ■2X L- 2t J

To Let
TO LET—(bi Pacific St , a sunny tenemen*
of five rooms and wood shed.
Open tire
Piace and electric lights.
W. A. CLEVE
LAND. 33 Pacific St. Rockland
12-14
TO LET—5 or 7 room tenement w'rtb elec
tric lights and toilet at 15 Rockland St.
D
SHAFTER.
12-tf
TO LET—Rooms for light lioiisu •kipping.
ktf
al[ modern conveniences.
12 E1M ST.
9-tf
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street.
Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle
__________________ _____
6-tf
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street ;
each has 6 rooms and bath.
Apply to F. P.
KNIGHT. Windsor House.
Tel 611-W. 5-tf

TO
beat.

LET—Office centrally located, steam
Apply to VESPER A. LEA('ll.
4 tf

TO LET—Tenement at 1!»4 North Main St ,
all modern conveniences.
I*. L. HAVENER.’
Tel. 7»2-R
hr.,1

Used Cars
FOR SALE—Keo

lion
Price $:i”ll.
Brunswick.

______ »
Touring in A l tonill-

Aihlress P. O BOX 11:4,
9* li

1921 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled
In flrst class condition—fires practically
—A bargain »f sold at once. BERT ANfi
Grav Gull Restaurant, Limelock St , Ri
land.

14

,

»l

For Sale

Pure Lard. lb. •••••.............................?2^INone Such Mince Meat, pkg. . ..12’/2C

TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, JAN. 29

I

ROCKLAND

13 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar . . . $1.00; Peas, can........... 15c; 2 cans............. 25c
Confectioner’s Sugar, lb.* 10c; 3 lbs.»25c Maine Maid Mince Meat, can........... 29c
Brown Sugar, !3’/2 lbs................... $ 1.00 i Tomato Ketchup, bot.
19c; 2 hots. 35c
Best All Round Flour, bag........... $1.40Graham Flour, 5 lbs. 25c. Meal, 6 lbs. 25c
Pillsbury’s Best Flour, bag........... $1.50 ; Laundry Starch, 5 lbs............................. 25c
Occident Flour, bag........................ $1.65 Soda Crackers, lb. . .15c; 2 lbs. . .
25c
----------------------- '
“ '
~
j Peko Buds Tea, half lb. pkg................. 29c
Preserves Strawberry, Raspberry, rine-ij
pails. Preserves, each................. 80c
apple, Apricot, Damson, lb................. c : Jello, assorted flavors, each...................... 10c
20c Corn Starch, 4 pkgs..............................25c
Apple Jelly, lb.
25c Cream Tartar, % lb. pkg. 10c; I lb. 35c
35c; Fores, lb.
Lamb Legs, lb.
Lamb Chops, lb. . . 40c; Stew, lb.x. . 15c Baking Soda, 6 pkgs............................. 25c
Smoked Shoulders, lb.. ........................ 18c
Peanut Butter, lb. . ,25c; 1 lb. pail . ,30c
Corned Beef, newlycorned, lb............... 8c
King Midas Toasted Wheat Cereal.
Hams, whole, lb. . .25c; Half, lb. . ,30c
pkg.............. 15c; 2 pkgs....................25c
Sliced, lb............................................... 35c
Imported Sardines, can 10c; 3 cans 25c
Liver, 3 lbs............ ....................
25c
Toilet Paper, 8 rolls............................... 25c
Bacon, sliced, lb.......................................35c
Palm Olive Soap, 3 cakes......................21c
Dixie Bacon, lb. . ............. .’............... 25c Grape Nuts, pkg.................................. 1 5c
Hamburg Steak, fresh ground, 2 lbs. 25c
Franklin Mills Flour, pkg..................... 48c
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, lb*.............1 5c
Enameline Stove Polish (powder) 2
Pork Roasts, lb. . .20c; Chops, lb. . ,22c
boxes.................................................... "5c
Beef Roasts, lb.......... ..
15c, 20c, 25c
Top Round Ste.ik 40c Be, cu, R..roP 60c

• Who drives not his business,
his business drives.”

I

ciation.

AND

41 OCEAN STREET

CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY

My prices will surprise you.

Mrs. Henry D. Storey is home from
a visit in Boston where she was the
Special this week V'.ire Lard 17 1 jc guest of her brother, John R. Men lb.; 6 Hulls Toilet I'uper for 25c. A lister.
Adv.

TELEPHONE

Homemade candy will be on sale and tea
will he served.

tea.

•East Week of Coolest; Put Your
Home Town A & /stole at the top.

CASH GROCERY

I hope you toill come and see my brasses,
crystals, pearls, needlework, toys and other
choice articles for prizes, etc., even if you do
not care to purchase.
>

William Hxboush who has been the:
guest of Rev. and Mrs. C. H. B.!
Seiiger for several months while at-j
tending High School, has returned to
his home in Detroit. Mich.
H. W. Libby, John Beach and
Ruby Carter Peabody will open
George Grant are in Augusta in at - j
her “Shop Unique” at her home, 27
tendance at the sessions of the State I
Main street, next Thursday, and in
Sportsman’s Fish and
Asso
vites everybody to the opening. One
of the features will be the serving of

FRANK 0. HASKELL

RUBY'S SHOP UNIQUE

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles

Mrs. Hezekiah 13. Fales returned
from Portland yesterday.
A slight cold lias the upper hands
of l)r. A. K. P. Harvey at this writ
ing. The genial physician expects to
be back on the job within a few days
however.

Mrs. Clarence Rawley and little
daughter Agnes who have been vis
iting Mrs. Hawley’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hussey in this city awl
Mr. and—Mrs. Myron Willey in Cam
den, have returned to their home in
Tenant’s Harbor.

A large lot of Coats, self and fur
trimmed, $21.00
<fc 1 n
Sale price..................... eplO.UU
This lot of Coats, all fur trimmed
values to $29.00
Sale price

’$18.00

$35.00 Ladies’ and Misses’ Coats,
some with Fur Collar <99 nn
and Cuff

$45.00 Coats for only $29.00. These
are some of our better Coats and
are all fur trimmed, in sizes

$29.00

Sale-price

Friday, January 30th

Personal Inspection Will Convince You of the Unusual

BEAUTIFUL

Markdowns and Reliability of the Values We Offer

DRESSES
are ready for your Afternoon and

It is impossible to list all of the values
we are offering. Here are just a few
samples of what you may expect to find

ALL FUR COATS AT 1-2 PRICE
I lot of Coats
at
I lot of Dresses
at
I lot of $6.00
Skirts at
$1.50 Bloomers
sale price
$5.50 Silk
Princess Slips

10.00
8.00
3.98
98c
3.79
$4 Silk Bloom
ers, sale price 2.89
$5.00 Silk Petti- 3 gg
coats, sale pr.

Lot of Silk and Cotton
Tunic Blouses 9 70
$4.50 value

Extraordi
nary Values
in Every De
partment
Throughout
the Store

a

Ch. 4-piece extra heavy
Angora Teddy Suits
in four
qq
shades

Knife Pleated Skirts in
grey, tan,
*9 no
navy, black

Values in Furnishings

All
Price Tags
Marked in
Plain Figures
ShowingActual Reductions

prices

We are ready with the finest line

Read on and Save Money
1 lot Waists,
$1.50 value

of Dresses you have ever seen ana
at prices that will astonish you, in

I $1.00 Fiber Silk Hose,
sizes 8% to
10
1 lot Blouses
on
$2.00 value v I n«5M
Silk Blouses, $6.00 value
1 lot Sweaters
sizes to
46
Sweaters,
d»9 z q
$4.00 value «P^aO*/ Wool Knickers, tan and
gray, sale
no
Lot of extra heavy
price
Shaker Sweat-d»y| £n
ers at
Ip4.OU Silk Petticoats d»9 nn
in 12 shades at
Wool Heather Hose, 3
shades, $1.25
QQ_ Cotton Petticoats aq
value
OJ/C
$1.25 value at *7OC

79c

either Silk, Cloth or the very popu

69c

lar Flannels, in plain and candy
stripes. The earlier you come the
better the selection will be.

$3.69

?

Coat and Slipon Sweat
ers, the $6.50
7Q
kind

Evening affairs, at greatly reduced

Silk and Wool Hose in 3
shades, $2
value

Lot of Dresses in either Silk, Wool

or Flannel, $13.50 val.
Sale price .

to 46, some sold formerly to $25.
price

$10,

$25

$18,

Most of these Coats are fur trim
med and sold as high as $75.00, for
this sale at only $10, $18, $25.

Corner Main and Elm Sts.

S6e the large rack of Garments, all
kind, to dose
$5>Og

colors going on at Palm Beach. in
response to demand for hosiery
which will match the vivid color ac
cent in embroideries, costume trim
ming and millinery.
Novelties wre
many, particularly in lisle and lisle
and rayon combinations.
In addi
tion to the light shades favored tn
silk hose the whole pastel range is
very strong both in plain hose and
Jacquard effects.

Thc .1. A. II. Club will be enter
tained nt dinner and auction tomor
row at the Thorndike Hotel.
_____

you think of girls who
bobbed hair? of short
petting parties? See
picture.

J

Naomi Stearns, Katherine Snow,
Flora Colson, Faith Lurvey, Doris
Ulacktnan, Bobby Blackman, XlarTon
Mullen. Joan Moulaison, Helen Del
ano, Helen DeHochemont, Connie
Snow, Virginia Rackliff and Mary
Kscorsio were entertained by Eliza
beth liaiklilf at her home at 20 Clar
endon street Saturday, the occasion
being her 10th birthday. Music and
games were enjoyed and refreshments
were served.
Miss Elizabeth re
ceived marly pretty gifts.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

The Greatest Joy
Ship Afloat!

The Rubinstein Ciuh meets Friday
at 2.30 at the Congregational church.
Tiie subject for the afternoon is
Swedish Music and the paper will be
read by Miss Erskine. Those taking
part in the program are Mrs. Brown,
Mrs. Rird. Mrs. O'Hara, Mrs. Huke,
Mrs. Ames, Mrs. Hayden. Mrs.
Veazie. Miss Rokes, Miss Cross and
Miss Hayden.

A public auction party under tli“
auspices of the B. & I’. W. Club will
be held at the Copper Kettle Porch
tomorrow night.
Mrs. A. H. Jones
is chairman.
Miss Caro Littlefield won tiie guest
.prize and Mrs. W. H. Spear the club
'prize at the meeting of the Tueaday
Auction ('lull held at the Talbot ave
nue home of Mrs. A. S. Litleileld.-

Ruth Mayhew Tent held a special
meeting Monday and officers wetye
I installed:
Past
President
Lena
Rokes being commissioned as in
stalling officer. The officers for the
coming year are President, Annie
, Eaton; senior vice president. Emma
ly
, fiouglass; junior vice president, Liz
Jean Hstfi, Clydr Rmcknian
zie French: chaplain, Irene Winslow;
and Joseph Mitchell
' treasurer, Josephine Lothrop; Patri
otic Instructor. Minnie Clark: Coun
Direited by
cils 1. 2,and 3. Lena R. Rokes, CarI lie Rrowt\ and Abide Allen; secre
DONALD CRISP
tary, Mary Cooper; guide, Mabel
and| Cross; guard, Elizabeth Rroivn; as' sis-tant guard, F. Helen Paladinp;
BUSTER KEATON
color bearers 1, 2, 3 and 4, Mary
I Brewster. Fannie Blekmore, EiizaAnOcean
- I belli Murray and Carrie Brown; miiof
♦ jkU j sieian, Lena R. Rokes. At the close
I n( the installation Sister Rokes was
.Laughs!
i presented with a gold past presiPICTIUKS* I
' dent's pin and a piece of exquisite
lingerie in -appreciation of her work
Afternoons 25c; Evenings 25c, 35c,
as installing officer. The next meet
Children 10c.
ing will he Monday evening and a
supper will be served at f» o'clock, to
! which everyone is welcome.

in

IheNavigatov I

Golden Rod Chapter held its an
nual installation of oliicers Friday
night, the work being done most ef
ficiently hy the retiring worthy
matron, Mrs. Clara Watts assisted
hy Mrs. Clara Curtis as marshal and
Mrs. Antefe Flint ns chaplain. In ad
dition to the elective offlcera already
mentioned in this paper these ap
pointed officers were installed: Ada,
Mrs. Liilian McCurdy; Ruth, Mrs.
Doris Damon; Esther, Mrs. Helen
Clark; Martha Mrs. Belle Frost;
Electa. Mrs. Blanche Majtcy: Mar
shal. Mrs. Bernice Havener: Warder,
Mrs. Annie Condon: sentinel, R. H.
Tripp. A musical program inter
spersed the ceremonial rites. Re
freshments were served.

a

BE

HARD TO

The pick pf the season's Dresses,
some of the high shades and new
spring dresses,
<99 Aft
values to $35

Saturday Night

Children’s Coats reduced to mova
ble prices of

$2.98, $5.98, $7.98
formerly priced from $5.00 to $10.

BEAT

in and outside of the county.
Spe
cial stage effects will tie used. The
event will be in charge of Mrs. M. II.
I’illsbury.
Mac Gillchrest, Knox
County’s famous reader will also
participate. Tuesday evening Coach
1‘hilip A. Jones will reiiroduce the
athletic exhibition that scored such a
hit at the 1924 Fair, but of course
with a 1923 lineup of acts and actors.
Wednesday afternoon will
be
Mother's Day with Mrs. John H.
The Harmony Club met Wednes
Flanagan in charge of what Jooks
day evening at the B. & P. W. club
like a record breaking exhibition the
rooms when a double program was
way the applications are coming in
carried out as follows:
at present.
It is of course the baby
Piano—.Hungarian ........................ Mar Dowell
show.
Wednesday evening will lie
IMarion Marsh
the time of the great children's pa
Vocal—All, So Ihire ............................... Flotow
Edna Coombs
geant under direction of Principal
Paper—Italian Composers ...........................
Ellen Cochran of McLain School.
Lucy Fuller
Violin—Mltere ........................................... Verdi
Last year “Pageant Night" was the
Elizabeth Knight
greatest of the week.
Through the
Plano Duet—Rigoletto .......................... Verdi
courtesy of the fire department the
Marian Richardson. Martha Wasgatt ..
Vocal—My Heart is Thine .......... Edi Capua
kiddies have been offered the use of
Beulah Rokes
Ihe big, comfortably'heated Central
Accompanists—Aieada Hall. Geneva, Hoke.
Fire Station for the necessary time,
Carleen Xult
Cliairman—Dortity Blethen
and In this way will avoid the hazDorothy* Btethen
zard and discomfort associated with
The program on "Norwegian coma large number of performers.
luisers" Geneva Huke, chairman:
Thursday afternoon will see a dog
Patter—Edward Grieg .....................................
show under direction of those two
Lillian Joyce
inveterate dog loters, Roy L. Knowl
Vocal—I Love Thee .................. Edward Grieg
Lillian Joyce
ton and Glenn A. Lawrence.
Some
Plano —To Spring ..................................... Grieg
keen competition is expected. Thurs
Leah Freeman
day evening will witness the famous
Vocal - Tiie First Primrose ................... Grieg
Margaret Harrington
High School circus with all the
Piano- -Rustle of Spring ................... Sinding
freaks, stunts and startling features
Ruth Sanborn
Violin—Norwegian Dance ..................... Grieg
of a canvas top, even to the steam
Adelaide Cross
calliope.
Piano—Northern Festival .............. Torjussen
Mary Wasgatt
Friday afternoon will bring the
pigeon, canary and parrot show with
Mrs. Dorothy George as guest sothe manual training and domestic
Hnyrin Wood, and "I Heard You Go
science yougsters as special attrac
loist sang '‘Brajyii Bird Singing,"
tions. Friday night will be a high
By," Daniel Wood.
Ruth Sanborn
light of the week with its great fes
und Geneva Huke were accompanists.
tival of music.
The old-time songs
will be sung hy a selected chorus,
The Ladies’ Guild of St. Peter’s
old-time costumes will lie worn,
church will serve a boiled dinner in
amusing pantomime and skits will
the Parish rooms Thursday, Jan. 29.
be staged, and through thc aid of thc
at 6 o’clock. Price 35c.
12-14
stereopticon the big audience will lie
Henry L. Withee, a well known lo
given an opportunity to compare the
cal attorney is in Massachusetts Gen
beautiful songs of a score and two
eral Hospital in an extremely serious
score years ago with the jazz of to
day.
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn is heading
condition.
up this feature.
Saturday afternoon will lie special
ty afternoon with a repeat of some
number of the week that has gone
especially well.
Saturday night will
see the grand closing confetti carni
val and jollification.
Monday will see the big floor
cleared, resurfaced and put in the
pink of condition for the big FullerColib-Davls Community Fair Rail.
TEMPLE HALL
The famous store crowd lias doped
Tuesday the first afternoon will
witneess the Fashion Show—an ex out -an evening of special dances,
: : Muaic by : :
tensive display of ladies and misses knock out novelties and whirlwind
, wearing apparel, mininery, hosiery enjoyment, that will go down in his
Dean’s Orchestra
and shoes on living models by firms tory.

DANCE

1 large rack of Coats, Suits, Dresses,
Skirts, and some sold up to $50,
to close, while they
ap nn
last, only.............................. «J)3.vU

Rockland, Maine

Extraordinarily Varied and Attractive Program Has Been
Developed For Community Fair.
Tentative plans have been com
pleted for the daily program attrac
tions at Community Fair, and the
numbers are well under preparation.
Miss Lena Thorndike is chairman of
the entertainment committee and she
has gathered about her a group of
enthusiastic and elfieient workers
who have mapped out a list of en
tertainments that will have a uni
versal appeal.
In times past there
has been a very natural tendency to
stress the ipart iplayed by children
because of the wide spread appeal
made through tiftT parents. This year
not only has this trait been capital
ized without over doing it, but the
appeal has been extended to include
the admirers of good dance and
chorus numbers, dog lovers, bird
lovers, devotees of fashion, the fol
lowers of athletics, the great group
Who love the old-time songs and grew
up with the singers, those who ad
mire the work of the High School
hoys and girls in a theatrical way,
and that estimable lady, Mrs. Every
body who loves a baby and a baby
show.
In addition an effort Is being made
to have the old Arcade a real place
of beauty during Community Failweek. A genuine suntrlse is due the
observer if plans matuie us they are
heading now.
Tiie educational and
industrial features have not been ne
glected.
Many Knox county firms
will have industrial exhibits, in line
with the request made by Gov.
Brewster that local products be dis
played: an afternoon will see the
boys of the Manual Training depart
ment of the city schools on the stage
with their several power driven ma
chines, hard at work; another will
see-the Domestic Science girls busily
engaged; men and wunten who never
had occasion to pull in a fire alarm,
lint may have to tiny minute can see
t system in operation and "strike her
round;" all this in addition to many
novel features. A poultry show had
been planned, but fitcm County
Agent Wentworth comes words of an
epidemic ill nearby states which
would tend to make an exhibit of
biddies unfair to the producers.
it
Is hoped to have a display of high
class pigeons, canaries and parrots
however through the courtesy of lo
cal fanciers.
\
Roughly the week’s program: open
ing with the snappy chorus and danc
ing numbers with character songs
and vaudeville skits under the direc
tion of Miss Frances Flanagan on
Monday evening.

$13.00

Sr1610.............. $18.00

Mail Orders Filled
WILL

....................................

$25 to $30 Dresses for Women or
Misses, in all the newest styles,

$2.00 Princess Slips,
several
<t»-i
q
shades at
V*
®

$1.39

An
«pO.Uv

Beautiful lot of Dresses in sizes 16

Cutler-Cook Company

PLUSH COATS
At Give Away Prices Of

Color in silk hosiery is apparently
quiescent with the biege range ac
cepted as prevailing harmony, the
Dry Goods Economist reports.
PasJel shades—light blue, green, yellow
•and orchid have had an early spon
soring among manufacturers. There
is a little trial of strong primitive

RttsteiKeaton

You will find that our collec
tion of Coats, Dresses, Skirts,
and Blouses for Ladies,’ Miss
and Junior is complete and at
greatly reduced prices.

ALL OTHER LADIES’ AND
MISSES’ COATS REDUCED TO
COST AND BELOW.

\

prtecHta

self

Qinnn
flu.vu

trimmed, values

Bath Times: Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Trueworthy were given a surprise
party hy some of their friends in
Winnegance village Monday evening.
Shortly after supper two friends
dropped in to play bridge and the
playing had just started when the
party arrived laden with mysterious
packages which when beipg opened
were found to contain refreshments.
The evening was delightfully passed
with games and the surprise party
was in every way a success.
Mr.
and Mrs. Trueworthy were presented
a handsome berry set by Miss Elsie
Allegrin in Kelialf of those present.

JOSEPHKfsSHENCK

SALE
STARTS

Coats,

Misses’

to $i8.oo

A. J. Bates left for Xew York yes
terday afternoon.

t

VALUE!

For Women and Misses

Ladies’ and

would be impossible.

find that you have not waited
in vain for every item is
marked down regardless of
profit giving you—VALUE!

Our Coat Department is filled
with the greatest values that money
can purchase. We have offered
wonderful values in the past, but
during this Birthday Sale they will
be even greater.
Come let us
prove this statement.

R. H. Philbrick, president of Sea
View Garage, left yesterday for Ario
Grande, Calif., where he will visit
his father Rhada Philbrick, whom he
has not seen since tho latter left
Rockland in 1S67.
During his active
years in the West Mr. Philbrick was
a blacksmith and kept a machine
shop.
Since retiring from these vo
cations he has made his home on a
ranch.
He will be 90 years old the
corning month.
Mr. Philbrick, ju
nior, will be away from Rockland two
months.

What do
smoke? cf
skirts? of
this peppy

list all

But upon inspection you will

COATS

The Browne Club will meet in the
Baptist church parlors Friday even
ing at 6.15. Take finished patchwork
square and some bright.colored postal
cards.

“MISSING
DAUGHTERS

Every item is marked down

to cost, for this great event. To

Here’s Seal Style and Big Values in

Miss Jennie Witham who spent the
weekend in the city, returned to Xobleboro yesterday.

TODAY

You Are Bound to Save
Money at Our Birth
day Sale

Just a year ago we came in
to your city of ROCKLAND
we did not know how you
would receive us, but in every
way we tried to make our val
ues worthy of your confidence
and gave you every possible
advantage our CASH PUR
CHASING POWER enabled
us to. The people of Rockland
and vicinity responded to our
efforts and to show our appre
ciation we are staging this our
FIRST
BIRTHDAY
SALE
and giving you a present of
our profits on any
purchase
you make during the next 10
days.
And with the promise
to try and better our values and
assortments this year.
(Signed) GUTLER-C06k CO.

Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., will
meet with Mrs. Lucie Walsh, Summer
street. Monday afternoon.
There
will be a most interesting paper, and
it is hoped that all members who
have been anxious to have papers at
these programs will be present and i
thus show their appreciation. Plans j
will he discussed l'or regent’s after
noon and it is hoped that the corn- ,
inittee for that occasion will be able
to attend.

STRAND

Cutler-Cook Co.

A Statement by the Owners

770

TELEPHONE

FIRST

Cutler-Cook Co.

In addtlonal to personal notes recording de
partures aud arrivals, the department es
pecially desires information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

-------
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FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Carnations, Daffodils and Freezias, $2.00 per dozen. Paper
White Narcissi, $1.75 per dozen. Roses, $3.50 to $4.00 per dozen.
Calla Lilies, $5.C0 per dozen. Marigolds, $1.00 per dozen. These
prices include green and tied with ribbon if desired.
Potted Plants, Ferns and Rubber Plants, 50c to $1.50 each.
Funeral Designs cf all kinds made up to order. Expert
workmanship and satisfaction guaranteed.
We have Cured Gladioli Blubs for growing in pots, 10c
each; any color.
It is not too early to think of your plant needs for next
spring. We can furnish you anything in Scrubs, Vines. Roses
and Hedge Ferns for next spring delivery. Calbin and talk it
over.

CLARK’S FLOWER STORE
TEL. 1036-W

382 MAIN ST.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

Last Time Today

PRISCILLA
DEAN
—In—

“A CAFE IN CAIRO”

ROCKLAND

“Our Gang" Comedy
PATHE NEWS

aparka
THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45, 8:30

ANNIVERSARY MONTH
LAST TIME

TODAY

1

*

THE
SLANDERERS”
Featuring

“BORDER LEGION”
-With-

Antonia Morena, Helene Chadwick

Johnnie Walker

Gladys Hulette
and

—Also—
JACK DEMPSEY in “FIGHT AND WIN”

'. FABLES

*

Friday-Saturday

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“THE WARRENS
OF VIRGINIA”

Billy Sullivan
When you came away from thia
picture you’ll resolve never to lis
ten to idle gypjip again.
—Also—
NEW SERIAL STARTS TODAY

“The Riddle Rider”

From David Belasco s stage success

Starring

A Drama of the Days When America Faltered on the Brink of
•
- —
Disaster
Robert E. Lee and U. S. Grant arc Central Figures in This
Romantic Drama. The Cast Includes:

A play with a thousand thrills

MARTHA MANSFIELD, WILFRED LYTEL
MONDAY-TUESDAY:

\Vortu

IHE

William Desmond
EXCITING
BRISTLING WITH

DANGEROUS ACTION

POLA NEGRI in “EAST OF SUEZ"

CENI OP T«fc-

BCM

WANTED
Shipment ef Fresh Epps. Crnaaery or Dairy
Butter and all kinds tf Dressed Poultry.
Reference R. G. Dun nr Elchenpe Trust Com
pany. Bested.

BERRY-WALES CO.
------- YOU LL Tin OTUIPJ

fO TOC

(Established lHl’O
107-113 South Market Street. Beaten. Maas.
______ _
12-M

-
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Beauty
A. Gleamy Mass of 1 lair
35c “Danderine” does W onders
for Any Girl's Hijir

Girls! Try this! When combing
and dressing your hair, just moisten
your hair-brush with a little “Dandrfiine” and brush it through your hair.
The effect is startling! You cun do
your hair up immediately and it will
appear twice as thick and heavy—a
mass of gleamy hair, sparkling with
life and possesssing that incomparable
softness, freshness and luxuriance.
While beautifying the hair “Danderinc” is also toning and stimulating
each single hair t» grow thick, long
and strong. Hair stops falling out
and dandruff disappears. Get a bottle
of “Danderine” at any drug or toilet
counter and just sec how healthy and
youthful your hair appears after this
delightful, refreshing dressing.

CORNS
Lift Off-No Pain!

Doesn't hurt one bit! Drop a little
“Freezone” on an aching corn, in
stantly that corn stops hurting, then
shortly you lift it right off with
fingers.
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
“Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
to remove every hard com, soft corn,
or corn between the toes, and the foot
calluses, without soreness or irrita
tion.

NewWords! NewWords!
thousands of them iptllid,
pronounced, and defined in

WEBSTER’S
NEW INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY
The "Supreme Authority”
Get the Beet!

Here are a few samples
agrimotor
soviet
abreaction
hot pursuit cyper rotogravure
Air Council askari
capital ship
mud gun
aippio mystery ship
Ruthene
sterol
irredenta
paravane
shoneen
Flag Day
megabar
Red Star
Esthonia
S. P. boat
overhead Blue Cross
atrial cascade
camp-fire girl

Is this
Storehouse
of
Information
Serving You ?
2700 Pages 6000 Illustrations
407,000 Words and Phrases
Gazetteer and Biographical Dictionary

WRITE for a sample page of the
JYesr Words, specimen of Regular
and India Papers, FREE.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

POLITICAL GOSSIP
Things They Talk About In
the Lobby of the Augusta
House.
An Augusta special to the Portland
Express says:
Gossip at the State House tlrts
week mentioned Col. Frank B. Welch
of Portland as a possible candidate
for secretary of State two years from
now. when Secretary Ball is expected
to retire.
Col. Welch was the ex
ecutive secretary of the Republican
State commit tee in the last campaign
and his long service as city clerk of
Portland has given him an experi
ence that would be likely to prove of
great value in this position.
It is
supposed that Ernest L. -Thornton,
formerly secretary of the Senate, who
was a candidate for secretary of
State this year, will be a candidate
two years from now.
Ti e only announced candidate for
State treasurer so far Is former
Councillor William S. Owen of Milo.
Senator Frank 11. Holley is al
ready in the Held for president of
the next Senate and it is said tiiat
Senator Clyde 11. Smith of the same
county will also be a candidate. Rep
resentative Robert Hale of Portland
Is frequently mentioned as a possible
candidate for speaker of the House.
'The Legislative members are also
beginning to talk about the next
executive council.
Of the present
members Councillors Linnell qf Cum
berland. To trey of Hancock and
Smith of Bangor will be entitled to
re-election, with Mr. Linnell as the
probable selection for chairman, the
position now held by Mr. Peacock of
Washington.
A member of the Republican Na
tional committee from Maine will be
chosen at the meeting of the State
committee to he held jn Augusta
Feb. is.
Hon. Joseph W. Simpson
of York. Judge John P. Peering of
Biddeford and Hon. Robert J. Pea
cock of Lubec are the candidates.
The guess most frequently heard is
that Mr. Simpson will receive the
honor.
Judge George L. Emery, the pres
ent chairman of the State commit
tee. will not retirt* at this time, but
it is understood that he will not ac
cept re-election for another cam
paign.
J. Fred O’Connell of Bangor
is regarded as a not improbable se
lection for chairman.
If Mr. Simpson should he chosen
National committeeman, there is a
feeling that the position Should go
to Eastern Maine and many of the
committee believe that Mr. O’Con
nell's services during the last cam
paign entitle him to the chairman
ship. if he desires it. as is under
stood he does.
It is generally understood to be
the intention of Representative John
E. Nelson to be candidate for the
United States, when the opportunity
offers and whenever he does seek
this advancement. Senator Hodgdon
C. Buzzell of Belfast will be a can
didate to succeed him in Congress.
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Fy 0. Lawrence Hawthorne
Winter days are often dreary
But when springtime comes along
We’re a heap more interested
In the robin’s cheery song!
Mornin’ always seems most \Velcome
When you spend a restless night.
After clouds ’re black an’ heavy,'
That’s the time the sun looks bright!

“PHILLIPS” MILK
OF MAGNESIA
Accept only genuine “Phillips,” the .
original Milk of Magnesia prescribed j
by physicians for 50 years as an
antacid, laxative, corrective.
25 cent bottles, also 50-cent bottles,
contain directions—any drug store.

Seems to me there’s somethin’ like it
In the way life deals with men:
Prospects always seem the darkest
Just before things boom again.
And I’m thinkin’ that the worries
An’ hard-knocks he gets before.
Help a fellow prize his blessings
And good fortune^!! the l

WE WANTERKNOW!
Some Questions Answered

/

PRIC
N

Think twice before buying any car upon which
reductions may soon be announced.
Think twice before buying any car that has
reduced its quality along with its price.
Insist upon knowing all the facts about any car
you’re considering.
REDUCED

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY

STUDEBAKER
the
goodness of a
whole kitchen garden enj/our table
without labor or
get
the best when 3/011
on

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds

BUY

The case

Your garage roof can be

The Judge: Recession is the Better Part oF VaTor. —
WELL.90B6Y, WHAT

70U CRVinG a&out.j -

well, v/nv 0)D you Fun awav.

PID HE HIT Y09 FIRST

WHY DlDn’T you hit h,h\^>ac^ IW
SURE HE DID. )

SOAKED ME in
05 EYE-

*
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A
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EW models—record-breaking sales and pro
duction—have made it possible for Studebaker
to reduce prices without lowering quality.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
To several questions that have
been asked by writers In your col
umns, namely. Messrs. Fogg, Brown
and Crocker (Boze). regarding Ten
ant's Harbor affairs, I have seen no
answers, and thinking that I may be
able to give satisfaction is my reason
fcr troubling you with the following
replies:
To Mr. Fogg—the name of Daniel
Over's pinkey-sehooner was
the
Rheinerdine.
I am not sure of the
spelling, but that, and th(> Old Itheinerdine. was the way she was spokeli
of.
To- Mr.
Brown's question—the
schooner Hattie X. Fuller was burned
at a lumber-yard in Georgia, about
• 0 UVRINCE HAVrMOINI
the middle of the 'iO's; the yard
caught fire in the night and was de
stroyed, as was also several schoon
McADGO IN 1928
A LITTLE TOO HOT
ers. including the Fuller.
Prices on All Closed Models
Boze's query ns to the origin of the
name Tenant's Harbor is answered as Word
That Ban Munro Democrats Continue To Be
follows: It was formerly called Ter
SPECIAL SIX
BIG SIX
STANDARD SIX
Much At Sea With Re
Sends From Florida—
rains Harbor, said to be the name of
82450
an early settler.
Speaking of
Country Club Coupe SI345 Victoria . S1895 Coupe .
spect To a Candidate.
Everybody Land Crazy.
schooner John E. Daily as a threeSedan
.
.
1985
Sedan
.
2575
Coupe
...................
1445
master is an error.
Doubtless Boze
Washington.—Disturbed as DemoLake Worth. Fla.. Ian. IS.
means the John McAdam. which was
2650
Sedan................... 1545
Allprices f.o. b. factory Berline .
(ratic leaders are over the decisive
the first three-masted schooner built Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The weather here is around 80 V» defeats suffered by their presidential
at Tenant’s Harbor and the only one
owned there for a great many years. 85 in the shade, just a little too hot. candidates in the last two national
She was built about 18«4 by Gilchrest This will be a record year for travel.
campaigns, they are finding it next to
& Richardson. As to the final disposal
of this good vessel I am not in There are a lots of places where impossible to reconcile their differ
formed.
John E. Dailey built the people can’t get accommodated and ences and rehabilitate their party.
DISTRIBUTORS
two-masted schooner by that name, have to keep on going.
Miami is Their private conferences have been
on the stocks between the Railway overcrowded. They have opened up absolutely barren of results, over
Park Street, Rockland. Tel. 700
and the Deacon,'* wharf. The vessel
was lost while entering New Y'ork a new road called the Cot tiers High tures made first by one faction and
In I
harbor through the fourteen foot way to Jt. Petersburg via Tampa, then by another having failed.
channel.
The cause was said to be and the Seaboard makes her lirst certain instances, indeed, these con
an error of about two points in the trip into West Palm Beach the 24th versations have been marked by the
use of even more heated language
compass, which had been previously of this month.
They are making
than that employed by Democratic
used on the iron steamer that was the occasion a big holiday.
senators, who, on numerous occa
wrecked on the Northern Triangles.
I find quite a few Maine cars here
sions. since last November, have
The temporary captain of
the this winter.
To one driver 1 said:
washed the party's liner, in public.
schooner w’as familiar with the chan
Hello Maine, where are you
The latest proposal, made by
nel. but with the compass he became from?”
friends of William G. McAdoo, that
liqtter acquainted after the wreck.
“Rockland.”
THIS
IS
A
STUDEBAKER
YEAR
the basis of representation at nation
As to the name of Scul-dog, of
“Where?”
al conventions be so changed as to
which Doze has asked the origin,
He repeated.
favor States which g » Democratic
hope the following will give enlight
I said: “What’s your name?”
regularly, has served only to make Any plan, they say. which would an
enment
and
prove
entertaining
“
Powell,
from
South
H'pe.
”
DUNN REAPPOINTED
bad matters worse.
Party leaders tagonize the Democrats in the North
More than 85 years ago. six or eight
We both laughed as I ; >ld him I who fought the nomination of the and West, would Injure rather than
boys were fishing from the Deacon's thought 1 knew everybody in Row
•-irst of Five Associate Jus whaff. A larger bov joined the land. He and his wife re here ier former Secretary of Treasury at the promote Democratic chances of suc
Put
summer
New Ycrl; convent ion have satisfied cess.
It would destroy the system
and wishing to try his luck the winter and like the climate.
themselves sir.ee the proposal was under which the party has selected
tices To Be Named By group,
borrowed a line.
While he is care
We are all having a good time in made, a week ago. that its purpose
its presidential nominees for more
Gov. Brewster This Year. fully baiting the hook. I will explain swimming every day. Ernest plays is so to limit Northern representa than a century.
worry
He was not a bad boy, although he at the “Minima” hotel from 6 until
tion as to give Mr. McAdoo a suffi
often used swear-wurds. not as
Would Cripple New York
8.30
six
days
a
week
for
,45,
and
in»
cient number of votes to become his
Gov. Brewster has reappointed habit but for effect and as he made
insist
Charles J. Dunn of Orono as Asso his cast, he exclaimed: “Now you'll another orchestra from 9 until 12 at party’s standard bearer in 1923.
The present Democratic apportion
$12
per
evening.
Some
money
for
Tables show that if the change ment plan gives each State two del
ciate Justice of the Supreme Court. see me catch a hell-cat”
This was
should be made it would give the egates for every senator and every
Justice Dunn was first .appointed to an awful word to the smaller boys, dancing.
We
have
been
motoring
some.
I
2*tat os which supported McAdoo last I congressman.
the Supreme Bench in 1918 by Gov the most of whom were good little
A substitute plan
ernor Carl E. Milliken.
He is a na Sunday-school chaps, and w hi!e some attended a big Shrine time in Fort time control of two-thirds of the which the McAdoo followers will con
Pierce.
65
miles
from
here.
It
was
delegates.
They declare that this is sider at a conference in Chicago, or
tive of Michigan and is 52 years of felt a fear as to their proximity to
We have also been in what those making the proposal have I St. Louis, next March, would allow
age.
He was educated at Blue Hill a hell-cat, others wondered what it a great time.
Miami,
but
did
not
see
Guy
Lermond.
In rnind.
Under no circumstances, each State one delegate for each
Academy and Poughkeepsie. N. Y., looked like.
Soon, the big boy had
and received the degree of LL. D. i a bite and pulled up a very good Called on Joe Cloutier. Marston's old they assert, will such a change be senator and congressman as a mini
violin
player,
who
has
a
th
e
position
made.
mum, with one additional delegate
from the University of Maine.
He . specimen of our old friend Sculpin
Saw his
for each Democratic senator or con
read law in the office of E. C. Chase !I amid the laughter and jeers of the there in a large hotel
Decided by “Wet” States
father,
who
is
with
him
from
Augus

at Blue Hill and with Hale & Ham- !
The argument by the friends of Mr. gressman serving the State at the
small hoys, some of whom called it a ta, and said Joe was at the Peach,
time the delegates arc chosen. This
mond at Ellsworth.
He married , hell-cat and others fearful of the word
We expect to go McAdoo is that States, which seldom, proposal, if adopted, would reduce
Alice Isabel Ring of Orono, Dec. 16, compromised on scul-cat, from which so missed him.
if ever, go Democratic in a national ‘
again
next
Sunday
ami
ate
going
to
1896.
He was a member of the one boy tw isted it to scui-dog.
election should not be permitted to the New York delegation, from ninety
For
BY
Opponents of the
Maine House of Representatives in several years the sculpin was called send them both a can! that we are dictate the choice df presidential and to sixty-eight.
coming.
plan
who
will
attend
the
conference
1901-1902 and Judge of the Old Town hell-cat. scul-cat and
And
save
time and money
Their
scui-dog
I never saw such a change in Flor vice presidential nominees.
if permitted to do so. will point out
Municipal Court 1903 to 1911.
He When the first names were dropped
desire
apparently
to
materially
to
It is
that the Democratic vote cast in the
was a delegate to the Republican do not know, but it seents that the ida in the last three year-.
hard to get good servir.
all the curtail the influence of the great Empire 'State ordinarily equals the
National Conventions of 1903 and succeeding generations have
re store proprietors are making so much Eastern and Middle Western States
combined vote cast In a dozen nor
1916.
tained the last one.
money buying and selling land they which now go to conventions with tnally Democratic Southern States,
The appointment of Justice Dunn
the
largest
delegations.
M. H. G
think they are doing you a favor to
is the first of five Supreme Court ap
It in explained that the movement but that its delegation would be
St. George, Jan. 28.
wait on you, especially among the
pointments which Gov. Brewster will
was
launched, not in the interest of smaller than that of one Southern
1 Northern people; a thing that myst
be required to make during the pres
Mr.
McAdoo,
but rather to curtail the State with a solid Democratic del
What About Prof. Brown?
be overcome or there is going to be a
ent year, giving him an opportunity
power
of
“
wet
” bosses like Al Smith egation in Congress.—-Boston Tran
crash.
that has not been accorded a Gov Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
in
New
York,
Frank Hague in New script.
1 also met Bill Curtis, who i ,< po
Your issue of Jan. 22. carried an
ernor in recent years of naming a
Jersey
and
George
Brennan of Illi
1
majority of the Supreme Court Jus act ount of a meeting of the Maine liceman in West Palm Beach.
nois.
Some are saying that Mc
NORTHHAVEN
hardly
knew
him
with
a
gun
strapped
State
Society
in
Washington.
D.
C..
tices in a single year of his term of
Adoo iu willing to eliminate himself
over
his
shoulder;
another
strap
with
Congressman
Ira
G.
Hersey
of
the
office.
Church Notes—“ ACnivers.il iteed,'’
That is if it means the success of the pro
The term of Justice John A. Mor- Fourth Maine District the speaker. his club, and leggins on.
lie i:; ject. that it is his opinion the party will «e the subject of pastor Perry's
Hll of Auburn will expire March 5. My acquaintance with Uncle Ira | the way they dress here.
must be rescued from those who
That of Justice Scott Wilson of dates back to 1885 in Houlton, j well thought of here i,d makes a would wreck it nationally to get an address Sunday morning at 11 o’clock
at the Baptist church. The child
Portland, with whom the Governor Among the officers of the society ap- : good officer. He is a brother to Lou advantage locally.
Those opposed
read law. Aug- 7. and that of Justice pears Gilbert P. Brown, orator. The ' Curtis, engineer on the Lioierock. to McAdoo are convinced that he is ren's choir will sing. The Bible
Lucre B. Deasy of Bar Harbor, Sept. article is signed G. P. B., and is fol To be a policeman here ’ on have to as active a candidate right now for school meets at 9.45 with classes for
all. At the 7 o'clock evening service
lowed by a poem by Gilbert Patter. be afraid of nothing, as policemen
25
Brown—evidently three-in-one.
I are shot off quite often. There are party honors as is Governor {Smith the pastor's subject will be "An
Jn addition, chief Justice Cornish
of New Yoik.
FJ-.npty
Pocketbook."
The High
have before me a copy of the New many breaks and hold-up.;.
will retire from the bench between
Several Democratic senators who Schoo! chorus will again aid in the
England Craftsman of January 23 irt
Dan Munro.
now and October in order to avail
have discussed the proposal in the singing and furnish special music.
which .appears an article on ‘The
himself of the provisions of the jus
last few days have voiced their em The Boy Scouts under the leadership
Early Life of Benjamin Franklin” by
NANSEN TO VISIT AMERICA
tices’ pension act which will require
phatic disapproval of any plan which of the pastor w ill meet in the church
Prof. Gilbert Patten Brown, Ph.D.
the appointment of his successor.
The
L. L. D. One might easily imagine
Dr. Fritzjof Nansen ’..ill shortly would reduce the representation of at 6.30 Thursday evening.
in
religious
instruction
it was Orator Brown. Harking back leave Geneva to visit the work of the the North at Democratic conventions. claas
meet at 3.30
They are buying Christinas pres to the time whereof the memory of American Near East Belief in Rus It is their opinion that the Northern and music will
Friday evening
ents 11 months ahead at Gonia's. A man runneth not to the contrary, I sian Armenia.
He will inspect gen l Democrats should be encouraged Friday afternoon.
' woman bought 15 yesterday. Ed's am wondering if our friend Brown at eral economical conditions in Arme < rather than penalized, and that the the Sunday school social, necessarily
One-Third Off Reduction Sale has one time was an attendant at tl)c nia to determine whether the League South, solidly Democratic, should aid postponed last week will be held in
given some startling bargains that Tremont Temple Baptist church of of Nations should assist the proposed any movement looking to the adop the church at 7.30 o’clock, when Mrs.
Boze.
the people are rapidly finding out Boston.
transfer of several thousand A rem* tion of policies designed to build up Albert Beverage’s class will be en
party organizations in other sections. tertained by Mrs. Stella Whitmore.
about.—adv.
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 27.
nian refugees from Greece.
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/. WHAT5 THE USE, THEM
IT WOULD BE HIS
TURK Aqwrl.

fire-safe and inexpensive
OW you can buy asbestos roofing at a remarkablydow cost.
Johns-Manville Flexstone Asbestos Shingles ara
made to sell at the regular price levels of ordinary
rag-felt shingles, and yet they are made from imper
ishable and firc-resisling asbestoa rock fibre.
They arc slate-3urfaced for beauty in three shades
—red, green and Wue black. •
They can be laid right over the old shingles at a
great saving of money, time and labor.
We sell this famous Johns-Manville Asbestos in
roll roofing, too, and recommend it for all structures
where you want fire safety and durability at a low
purchase price. Call, write or telephone, and we will
Show you samples or quote prices.
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